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RIC'S RAMBLINGS 
So, it doesn’t look like we will be getting out of this situation any time soon. 
I've been interested and somewhat perplexed by the gathering momentum 
behind the "work from home forever" campaign, based on the sense that 
we are now all so used to working from home and it is just so cool and 
productive that we will never need to step foot in an office again. This 
worries me. There is of course the obvious economic impact on trains, 
buses, cafes, restaurants, local shops etc. and the potential to turn our once 
vibrant town and city centres into hollow shadows of their former selves. 
But also, and really importantly, there is something really missing with us all 
locked away in our spare bedrooms or sitting at our kitchen tables - human 
engagement and interaction. 

This is not something that in my opinion can be reproduced on-line 
whilst viewing a 2D pixelated image of our colleagues, customers and 
collaborators. For one thing the speed of information and knowledge 
transfer is significantly higher when it all it takes is a quick conversation 
on the way over to lunch, or to pop into someone's office. Now I am no 
phycologist, but I do know that there is a myriad of nuanced non-verbal 
signals that go between us when we converse and these are extremely 
difficult to pick up on via computer interface. Plus, I don’t know about you, 

but I find it incredibly frustrating that people talk over each other on zoom - 
something that is much easier to handle face to face.

I have direct evidence of the increased efficacy and enjoyment of real 
interaction - recently I took my first business trip since March and held a 
number of socially distanced, covid safe but none the less real meetings. 
There was a buzz of excitement in the room, in that we were able to meet 
and chat informally before and after the meeting, and the meeting itself was 
incredibly productive. It really highlighted to me how difficult it has been 
over the last months. We have learned to live with life on-line because we 
have had to, but when we can, we should really 
embrace the opportunity to meet and discuss 
and share, back in the real world. I guess I 
am preaching to the converted here though, 
as members of AILU you know all too well the 
power and potential of good old-fashioned pre-
Covid human interaction.

Ric Allott
ric.allott@stfc.ac.uk                                           

FIRST WORD
What is the key factor that determines 
success or failure in 2020? Flexibility must be 
up there with the top answers in my opinion. 
Some retailers moved to selling online with 
home delivery when shops closed. Other 
people found ways to provide training, 
workouts and even wine-tasting online!

AILU has faced the same issue with adapting 
to events online. Thursday 19 November is 
our first virtual Job Shop Annual Business 
Meeting on Zoom which will allow networking 
and chat as well as the usual items. 
Unfortunately, our curry and beers for the job 
shop owners will also have to move online.

Seriously, if you would like to join, bring your 
own beer (or whatever you drink) and tune in 
to our evening Zoom chat room. Send me an 
email and I will share the link. It will start at 
8.00 pm on Wednesday 18 November, and 
finish when the last person goes to bed. Then 
back again the next morning for the meeting 
proper at 9.30 am (come from 9.00 am to 
network).

Dave MacLellan 
dave@ailu.org.uk

ASSOCIATION NEWS

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Fellow laser enthusiasts,

It’s the time of year that many of us are 
in the middle of budgeting and planning 
activities for next year. It may sound 
sadistic, but I find parts of the process 
quite cathartic; reflecting on the plan 
agreed last year, how much of it was 
delivered, and how close to reality our 
projections were. 2020 has certainly 
been an unexpected roller-coaster ride, 
and I’m not aware of a single business 
which hasn’t been affected by it. 

The highly dynamic external 
environment in 2020 has resulted in 
medium-long term plans being put on 
hold, to have the bandwidth to react 
to the business challenges Covid-19 
has brought. For AILU, we have had 
to adapt our offering, with virtual 
webinars delivered in the fields of 
e-mobility and micro-nano processing 
since lockdown. We have also taken 
the decision to move our ILAS 2021 
symposium to a virtual event. ILAS is 
ordinarily a conference run every two 
years (on odd years), although we had 
planned an ILAS 2020 to celebrate 25 
years of AILU, which was unfortunately 
postponed earlier this year. It is one of 
the ‘centrepieces’ of AILU, and a lot 
of hard work has gone into adapting it 
to become a virtual event. Thank you 
to Dave, Liz and Cath for taking the 
initiative on this, as well AILU’s Steering 
Committee for their feedback to 
ensure it will deliver a similar feel and 
experience to the usual physical  
event. Further details on ILAS 2021 

can be found in this issue, and we look 
forward to welcoming you in March 
next year!

 In terms of planning for 2021, it is 
of course impossible to know what 
next year will bring. There are a few 
headwinds to navigate, not least Covid 
and Brexit, but I remain ‘cautiously 
optimisitic’. Industrial lasers are an 
incredibly versatile industrial tool 
– we have used the same laser at 
TWI to weld brain implants as well 
as decommission nuclear power 
plants. Not at the same time, but both 
projects were successful. I can’t think 
of any other materials processing 
tools that have such a broad range 
of applications. The diversity of 
applications industrial lasers can 
be used for, and their alignment 
with global industrial strategy (e.g. 
improvements in efficiency, digitisation 
of manufacturing, and increased energy 
efficiency) are the key strengths of our 
industrial sector, and one which will 
provide a good platform for stability 
and recovery in 2021.

Jon Blackburn 
jon.blackburn@twi.co.uk
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ASSOCIATION & BUSINESS NEWS

OBITUARY

PETER HOULDCROFT (1923 - 2020)

We were very sorry to hear that Peter 
Houldcroft passed away in August. Peter was 
hugely respected for his contribution to the 
development of the laser cutting industry, and 
Paul Hilton - twice President of AILU and an 
AILU Award winner - shares his memories of 
Peter.

"It was with sadness that I heard of the 
death of Peter Houldcroft, recipient of the 
first ever AILU Award and a former Director 
of Research for TWI. He passed away 
peacefully, aged 97, on 3 August 2020, with 
his family rightfully announcing that “he was 
much loved and will be hugely missed.” 

As a metallurgist, Peter began his career 
with the aluminium producer James Booth 

before moving to join the research arm of 
The Institute of Welding, the British Welding 
Research Association (BWRA). As MIG 
welding became the worldwide process of 
choice for welding thicker Al alloys, Peter 
was a team member of the first UK-based 
demonstration project of an all-welded Al 
superstructure for a Thames launch. It was 
around the same time that Peter developed 
the Fishbone test to quantify the cracking 
resistance of welded Mg alloys for aircraft fuel 
tanks and nuclear fuel canisters. He was then  
at the forefront of a BWRA team developing 
weldable high strength Al alloys for military 
bridging and aircraft undercarriages.

It was in 1967 that Peter developed what 
was possibly his greatest contribution to 
engineering, with the creation of what would 
later become a multi-billion pound industry, 
that of gas-assisted laser cutting. Peter used 
his previous expertise in metal cutting to 
propose combining a focused laser beam 
with a coaxially delivered oxygen gas jet. The 
experimental work was conducted on the 
UK’s first CO2 laser, built at the Services and 
Electronics Research Laboratory. Despite 
being refused a patent application by the 
German examining body of the time, the idea 
and ensuing research eventually went on to 
create the worldwide laser cutting industry.

His invention of gas assisted laser cutting 
led to Peter being awarded the first ever 
AILU Award in 1997, some eleven years 
after his retirement. Speaking at the time, 
Peter announced, “It has been 30 years 
since I invented gas assisted laser cutting at 
TWI and 11 years since I retired, so I quite 
expected that the event would have been 
forgotten.” Not long after the publication of 
the first paper on laser cutting, Peter was 
appointed Director of Research at TWI and 
his role changed significantly. At about the 
time of the award I remember taking Peter 
to an open day at TRUMPF in Luton, where 
a fully automated laser cutting machine was 
hard at work. This was the first time he had 
seen such a machine and I will never forget 
the look on his face when it started. He just 
could not believe the speed!

Following retirement, Peter wrote a 50 
year history of the BWRA/TWI, which was 
published in 1996. The excellent book 
provides a detailed record of the early years 
of the BWRA, its staff and the formation 
and subsequent growth of TWI into an 
internationally recognised centre of excellence 
in joining and associated technologies." 

Paul Hilton

ES PRECISION CERTIFIED 
FOR CYBER ESSENTIALS
ES Precision used time in lockdown to complete 
a number of housekeeping tasks. One significant 
achievement was becoming certified for 
Cyber Essentials. This is an official UK-wide, 
government-backed certification that helps 
companies guard against the most common 
cyber threats and reduce risk by at least 80 
percent.

Contact: Andrew May
a.may@esprecision.co.uk
www.esprecision.co.uk

LASERMET ACHIEVES 
UKAS ACCREDITATION
UKAS recently awarded Lasermet 
accreditation for the off-site testing of lasers 
to the laser safety standards BS EN 60825-
1:2014, 2007, 2001 (off-site) (Safety of Laser 
Products). This is an important addition to 
the UKAS accreditation achievements for 
Lasermet as it enables customers' laser 
equipment to be safety tested in-situ. 

Contact: Phil Jones
phil.jones@lasermet.com
www.lasermet.com

PRODUCT DESIGN AWARD 
FOR AIR LIQUIDE

Qlixbi, Air Liquide’s new packaged gas 
solution, has won a Red Dot Award 2020 in 
the 'Innovative product' metacategory of the 
Product Design discipline. Qlixbi turns the act 
of welding into a user-friendly experience by 
making it easier, faster and safer, thanks to a mix 
of mechanical and digital innovations.

Contact: Kerry Holmes
kerry.holmes@airliquide.com
www.energas.co.uk
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BUSINESS NEWS

SCANLAB WINS FUTURE 
EMPLOYER AWARD
Munich Technical University handed its Future 
Employer Award 2020 to SCANLAB GmbH. 
The jury focused particularly on continuity and 
commitment to Germany as a business location, 
as well as good career and advancement 
opportunities for recent graduates.

Contact: Erica Hornbogner
info@scanlab.de
www.scanlab.de

LBP'S NEW LASER 
ASSISTED MACHINING

LBP Optics will soon take delivery of a new, 
state-of-the-art diamond turning machine with a 
laser assisted machining tool. The purchase of 
the new machining system significantly increases 
LBP Optics capacity for manufacturing diamond 
turned optics. The new laser-assisted technology 
will also give LBP Optics the ability to cut much 
larger pieces of silicon and to manufacture 
symmetrical aspheres and non-symmetrical 
optics from glass materials.

Contact: Paul Maclellan
sales@lbpoptics.com
www.lbp.co.uk

LVD 'INSIGHTS 2020' 
EVENTS BEGIN
LVD introduces INSIGHTS 2020, a series of 
technology events both virtual and live taking 
place in September through December. 
The INSIGHTS 2020 platform provides 
sheet metal fabricators access to the latest 
technology and new product launches, 
and delivers timely industry insights and 
intelligence to advance the critical business of 
sheet metalworking during these challenging 
times.

Contact: Neil Osborne
n.osborne@lvdgroup.com
www.lvdgroup-insights.com

AM PROJECT LAUNCHED 
IN RESPONSE TO COVID-19
TWI are pleased to be involved with a new 
Innovate UK funded project that kicked off 
recently, which responds to the disruption faced 
in the Additive Manufacturing (AM) industry 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

This project, Remote Additive Manufacturing 
Control for Uninterrupted Facility Management 
(RAM-Ctrl), aims to provide business continuity 
within the AM industry by enabling facilities to 
operate equipment remotely via an agnostic 
remote control hub (RCH). The RCH would 
be capable of sending files to AM systems, 
launching builds, controlling machine features 
and monitoring machine diagnostics.

RAM-Ctrl will run for 6 months and is being led 
by NquiringMinds Ltd.

Contact: Paola De Bono 
paola.debono@twi.co.uk
www.twi-global.com

LUXINAR EXPANDS IN USA
Building on the growth that Luxinar has seen 
in recent years, the company has established 
a sales and service office located in Shelby 
Township, MI for its North American and Mexican 
customers. 

Contact: Joanna Houldridge
joanna.houldridge@luxinar.com
www.luxinar.com

ES PRECISION WINS 
AWARDS IN 2020
ES Precision's laser processing services have 
been recognised regionally this year. The 
image shows MD Tim Millard receiving the 
2020 Oxfordshire Laser Processing Company 
of the Year award from CorporateLiveWire. 
Also, ES took the Laser Cutting Sub-
Contractors of the Year 2020 – Oxfordshire 
award. 

Contact: Andrew May
a.may@esprecision.co.uk
www.esprecision.co.uk

HAN'S LASER JOINS 
SIMPSON TECHNOLOGY 

Simpson Technology and the Chinese laser 
machine manufacturer Han’s have now jointly 
set up their UK operations offering the full 
spectrum of applications. Han’s Laser is 
committed to investing 10% of its turnover 
into research and development therefore 
providing customers with the latest industrial 
laser machine technology to better suit their 
needs. 

Han’s use IPG as a laser source and the 
machines are equipped with high-quality 
components that are ISO approved and CE 
certified, such as Bosch Rexroth drives/
guides and Wittenstein rack/pinions.

Contact: Simpson Technology
sales@simpson-tec.co.uk
www.hanslaser.co.uk
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THE LAMPAS PROJECT
INSPIRED BY NATURAL SURFACES

LAMpAS technology satisfies the increasing demand for products with novel 
surface performances at an affordable cost by the combination of high-
power ultrashort laser sources with new optical concepts for fast materials 
processing with minimal heat impact on the work piece. Project partners 
include AILU members TRUMPF and LASEA. 

This project has the challenging aim of building a complete laser-based 
surface texturing system reaching both high resolution and high throughput, 
to address both the functionality and the commercialisation purposes, 
respectively. Inspired by natural surfaces, LAMpAS offers well-defined surface 
patterns with controlled length-scales and feature sizes smaller than 1 µm 
that can provide advance surface functions. LAMpAS technology can provide 
a wide range of surfaces with novel functionalities. Applications include anti-
finger print properties, decorative finishes, anti-bacterial properties and easy 
clean surfaces.

Find out more at https://www.lampas.eu/

THE MULTIFLEX PROJECT 
MAKING ULTRAFAST LASERS FASTER

In the MultiFlex project, a consortium of six partners from industry and 
research is investigating the next step in the development of ultrafast laser 
process technology, to make materials processing with ultrafast lasers 
up to a hundred times faster. Three of the partners are AILU members: 
Fraunhofer ILT, Amplitude Systèmes, and LASEA. 

The basic idea behind MultiFlex is to setup a high power “USP laser-dot-
matrix-printer”, which consists of a newly developed high power ultrashort 
pulsed laser and a flexible multi beam optics concept. The focus of 
MultiFlex is in the field of structuring of tool and moulds, but the planned 
developments can also be used for several other ultrafast laser applications. 
For example, replacing the toxic varnishes used in ship coatings to stop 
algae or barnacles sticking to hulls with anti-fouling, 'hydrophobic' metal or 
plastic surfaces - reducing maintenance costs, fuel bills and CO2 emissions. 
Application fields can also be found in aircraft and turbomachinery. 

Find out more at https://multiflex-project.eu/

AILU MEMBERS CONTRIBUTE TO PHOTONICS PPP PROJECTS

In 2013 the "Photonics 21 Association" - a legal entity under Belgium law - was formed to become the private contract partner in a contractual Public 
Private Partnership (PPP) arrangement with the EU Commission in the frame of Horizon 2020, the 8th European Framework Programme for Research & 
Innovation. AILU members are currently involved in Photonics Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects. Here we highlight two of them.

BUSINESS NEWS & EVENT REVIEW

AILU has a long history of workshops 
dedicated to the Micro and Nano applications 
of lasers. In October we ran our most recent 
workshop in the form of a Zoom webinar 
chaired by Jack Gabzdyl from SPI Lasers.

The webinar was held over 2 days, in a 
similar format to the previous webinar, 
starting on Wednesday afternoon with 2 
sessions (sponsored by SPI Lasers and 
Aerotech) and concluding on Thursday 
morning with a further 2 sessions (sponsored 
by 3D-Micromac and Cailabs). 

85 delegates registered for the event and 
one of the key advantages was that people 
could attend from any time zone. Delegates 
attended from around 14 countries, which 
is the highest variety we have had this year. 
All delegates received links to download or 
watch the high quality session videos and pdf 
copies of the slides after the event.

There was a wide variety of speakers with 
many areas of overlap between system 
providers and users. The first session 
covered the processing of “unusual” 

materials starting with high temperature 
superconducting materials by Professor 
Bill O’Neill from Cambridge University and 
followed by the processing of PZT and 
then glass. In session 2 there were talks on 
Femtosecond lasers, the processing of THz 
materials and motion systems with multi-axes 
and high accuracy.

Day Two started with Andrés Fabian Lasagni 
of Fraunhofer IWS speaking about high 
throughput laser patterning, followed by 
talks on roll-to-roll processing and high 

speed scanning solutions. In the final 
session concluded with talks about beam 
shaping, biological applications and laser 
micromachining techniques.

Attendees found the quality and diversity of 
the speakers and topics made the webinar 
a great overview of the topic and over 90% 
said they would recommend similar webinars 
to their networks.

Dave MacLellan 
dave@ailu.org.uk

AILU EVENT REVIEW: WEBINAR 7 & 8 OCTOBER 2020

APPLICATIONS FOR MICRO AND NANO MATERIAL PROCESSING WITH LASERS
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TRUMPF 5-AXIS LASER CELL IS FLEXIBLE  
FRIEND AT GF LASER

Following the installation of a TRUMPF TruLaser 
Cell 5030 5-axis CNC laser-profiling machine, 
the first such model in the UK, GF Laser is 
enjoying the flexibility afforded by a system that 
can switch quickly and easily between 3D and 
2D cutting to suit workload requirements. The 
machine has also provided a further boost to 
throughput speed at the company’s Dudley 
headquarters.

“Since installation, the TruLaser Cell 5030 has 
been busy processing a multitude of different 
parts,” states Director Simon Tregillus. “Not only 
have we been using it as a 5-axis machine for 
profiling 3D components, we’ve also used it 
extensively for flat-bed cutting, which was one of 
the main reasons behind its selection. It’s been 
doing everything from the trimming of automotive 
pressings, spinnings and extrusions, through 
to components for the fire-retarding industry. It 
has probably been in 5-axis configuration 60% 
of the time, reverting to flat-bed format for the 
remaining 40% whenever we reach capacity on 
our existing trio of TRUMPF 2D laser cutters.”

On a regular basis, the 4 kW TRUMPF TruLaser 
Cell 5030 is processing parts from materials that 
include mild, galvanised and stainless steel, as 
well as aluminium. The company is also using 

the machine to profile pressings and spinnings 
made from yellow metals such as copper and 
brass. 

Contact: Gerry Jones
gerry.jones@trumpf.com
www.trumpf.com
Contact: Simon Tregillus
simon.tregillus@gflaser.co.uk
www.gflaser.co.uk

Automation of laser cutting and sorting is not 
just for mass production – Astes4 recently 
completed the installation of a fully automated 
cell at the site of an Italian laser cutting 
subcontractor. The fully automated cell started 
with the delivery of sheet metal up to 25 mm 
thick from a tower system onto the Mitsubishi 
laser cutting machine shuttle table. 

The nesting pattern can be pre-loaded with all 
the sorting information beforehand, at the start 
of a shift. Laser cutting takes place rapidly 
with a high power fibre laser and then the 
finished sheet is automatically shuttled to the 
unloading and sorting position. At this point 
the A4SORT system picks up the parts in turn 
(taking 1 to 4 parts simultaneously depending 

on shape, size and orientation) and places 
them onto pallets for kitting. Each pallet can 
be dedicated to a unique customer and 
these pallets can be handled by a conveyor, 
Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) or a forklift 
truck.

The image shows one of the most advanced 
installations in Europe in terms of automation 
from raw material to finished kits. This system 
is available in the UK market to be tailored to 
existing laser cutting and tower systems or 
supplied as a complete turnkey solution for 
the automated job shop.
Contact: Fulvio Ferri
f.ferri@astes4.ch
www.astes4.ch

ASTES4 INSTALLS FULLY AUTOMATED CELLSALVAGNINI LASER MEANS 
SUCCESS FOR ALTEX

Precision subcontractor Altex Engineering has 
invested in a new Salvagnini L5 CNC fibre laser 
cutter to increase capacity and meet growing 
demand. The 6 kW machine is notable for its 
50 micron beam which, in combination with its 
proprietary Air Pressure Multiplier (APM), means 
mild steel, aluminium and stainless steel up to 
10 mm thick can be cut using nothing more than 
a standard compressed air supply.

Established over 30 years ago, Altex Engineering 
is a 30-employee business with UK-wide 
customers in sectors such as medical, 
telecommunications, defence and office furniture. 

“Due to rising orders, we recently ran out of 
capacity on our existing Salvagnini laser cutter,” 
explains Mr Jackett. “We therefore took the 
decision to invest in another machine – the 
L5 – and take advantage of the progression in 
technology. The two machines are now running 
side-by-side.”

The L5’s laser cutting system has no optical path 
and is equipped with a patented compass that 
comprises two carbon arms. These arms are 
driven by a pair of rotary motors that move the 
laser head dynamically in the XY plane in small 
steps, reducing the movements of the whole 
carriage. 

The elevated performance levels of the L5 also 
help from a quality perspective. The quality 
gap that historically differentiated cutting with 
nitrogen and cutting with air has now narrowed 
to negligible levels. Higher power density and 
ultra-fast cutting speed help to reduce the 
opportunity for oxidation at the cutting edge, 
vastly improving its quality.

Cutting with compressed air is considerably 
cheaper than using nitrogen. Using Salvagnini’s 
APM, the cost savings grow even further as 
there are no costs for dedicated compressors: 
the compact, turnkey APM connects directly to 
the shop’s pneumatic supply. 

Contact: Steve Williams
steve.williams@salvagninigroup.com
www.salvagninigroup.com

CASE STUDIES
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Metal fabricators are increasingly investing in 
on-site nitrogen generation systems to ensure 
the quality of their laser cutting operations, to 
increase output, and make substantial cost 
savings when set against conventional liquid 
storage and delivered bottled gas supplies.

One such organisation that has made the 
changeover investment is Four Dee (Northern 
Ireland) Ltd, a steel fabrications company 
based in Co. Londonderry. Laser cutting has 
become an integral part of its business. Now 
running five lasers in total, the company has 
invested heavily over the years in the latest 
technology.

Nitrogen has become an essential utility 
for Four Dee. The purchase of a 10 kW 

fibre laser, as part of the company’s 2019 
expansion plan, underscored evidence 
that inflated gas prices were a significant 
contributor to year on year operational 
increases. 

As Alan Donnelly, Project Manager, Four 
Dee NI explains: “We were cutting a lot of 
mild steel. So, when it came to nitrogen 
supplies, it was clear we needed to be able 
to control the quantity and quality required, 
be independent of bulk deliveries, and reduce 
our costs."

The decision was made to install a compact, 
high-pressure nitrogen production system 
comprising a nitrogen generator, a full-
feature VSD+ rotary screw compressor, 
air and nitrogen receivers, plus a booster, 
dryers and filters, all integrated into one 
pre-commissioned skid unit. Four Dee NI 
now “produce what we need when we 
need it”, benefitting from nitrogen control 
and production speed increases, with the 
prospect of payback on the installation within 
two years.

Contact: Arron Farghaly
arron.farghaly@uk.atlascopco.com
www.atlascopco.com

ON-SITE NITROGEN GENERATION: SHEET METAL  
FABRICATOR TAKES CONTROL

POWERFUL AUTOMATIC NESTING DELIVERS  
HIGHER PROFIT MARGINS

Staffordshire-based Alpha Manufacturing 
provides a full range of sheet metal services 
across a number of industry sectors, including 
automotive, agricultural, healthcare, retail and 
electronics. The company was established in 
1989 specifically to manufacture products for 
its sister company, Bri-Stor Systems, which 
had been set up six years previously. Bri-Stor 
are specialists in light commercial vehicle 
conversions, supplying internal racking, roof 
equipment, on-board power, and accessories.

At Alpha Manufacturing, all components go 
through the dedicated sheet metal CAD/CAM 
software, RADAN, from Hexagon Manufacturing 
Intelligence. The process begins with laser 
cutting and punching on TRUMPF, Bystronic 

and Pullmax CNC machines programmed with 
RADAN toolpaths and nests, before moving 
through the factory for folding, fabrication, 
welding, powder coating and assembly.

Marketing Manager Chris Kidney says: “Our 
biggest challenge was meeting customer 
deliveries on time, which RADAN overcomes 
with its speedy programming, and by nesting 
components for individual van conversion kits 
on the same nest.” When the nests have been 
finalised and are ready for cutting, two of Alpha’s 
machines can both feed off a Stopa automated 
storage system which leads to even greater 
efficiency and time savings. 

The fact that Alpha can process parts extremely 
quickly, from the initial design to getting them 
on the shop floor ready for machining, has a 
significant effect on delivery times to Bri-Stor and 
sub contract customers, which in turn, improves 
the company's profitability.

Contact: Stewart Bint
stewart.bint@hexagon.com
www.hexagon.com 

COMPANY AIMS TO DOUBLE 
TURNOVER WITH AMADA

Telford-based Wrekin Sheet Metal has invested 
over £1.1 million in AMADA automated punch 
press and laser-cutting technology, all during the 
UK’s pandemic lockdown. An AMADA electric 
punch press with tower and part remover, 
alongside an AMADA VENTIS fibre laser cutter 
with tower, were installed in August-September 
2020. By leveraging the speed and capacity of 
these new machines, the company is aiming 
to double its turnover to £5.5 million within the 
coming 12 months.

The AMADA VENTIS-3015AJ fibre laser cutting 
machine is providing Wrekin Sheet Metal with 
40% more efficiency thanks to its single diode 
module 4 kW oscillator and proprietary LBC 
(Locus Beam Control) technology. Mr Orpe says 
that the fibre technology not only provides extra 
speed over the company’s previous CO2 laser, 
but reduces power consumption by 50%.

On a daily basis, material from 0.5 - 20 mm in 
thickness is processed at Wrekin, mainly in mild 
steel, but also in stainless steel and aluminium. 
Thanks to the company’s investment in its first 
fibre laser cutter, reflective materials such as 
brass and copper can also be processed.

“We’re staying focused and positive about the 
situation out there,” concludes Sales Director 
Simon Orpe. “You might think that sectors 
such as refrigeration for refreshments are quite 
vulnerable, but lately we have seen a sudden 
spike in orders from this industry. The confidence 
levels of these customers and many others has 
completely transformed from where it was back 
in March and April, and with our new AMADA 
machines we’re ready to take advantage.”

Contact: Gary Belfort
gary.belfort@amada.co.uk
www.amada.eu

CASE STUDIES
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EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS

MIGUEL ZAVALA BECOMES A  
CHARTERED ENGINEER

Congratulations to Early Career 
Researcher Miguel Zavala, who 
has recently achieved Chartered 
Engineer status, along with 
Membership of The Welding 
Institute. Miguel is Laser Additive 
Manufacturing Project Leader at 
TWI and currently manages both 
UK and EU funded collaborative 
projects, where he leads process 
control, monitoring and calibration 
for the development of state-of-
the-art, optimised PBF-LB process 
parameters.

Contact: Miguel Zavala
miguel.zavala@twi.co.uk
www.twi-global.com

NESMA ABOULKHAIR PROMOTED TO 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 

Nesma Aboulkhair, previously 
an Anne McLaren Fellow at the 
Centre for Additive Manufacturing, 
University of Nottingham, has 
been promoted to an Assistant 
Professor in the Department 
of Mechanical, Materials, 
Manufacturing Engineering. In 
the new role, Nesma will lead a 
team of students and researchers 
carrying out research in the field 
of metal additive manufacturing, 
in addition to teaching-related 
responsibilities.

Contact: Nesma Aboulkhair
Nesma.Aboulkhair@
nottingham.ac.uk

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ABLATION THRESHOLD 

The use of short and ultra-short pulsed lasers in surface texturing process 
is mainly produced through the laser ablation mechanism, which can be 
described as the substrate removal due to the vaporisation of the material 
produced by the heat transfer from the laser beam into the substrate. In 
order to obtain the minimum amount of energy required for ablation to 
occur the ablation threshold calculation is usually obtained for a given 
material and laser set-up. 

The process is simple, the material is processed at the focal plane of the 
laser system with single or multi-pulse laser ablation. This process should 
be repeated several times with increasing energy levels of the laser for 
a comparison between the material removed. The comparison is usually 
achieved through the measurement of the ablated craters or the depth of 
ablation created, with the tendency of an increasing amount of material 
removed as the laser energy is increased. These measurements can be 
easily obtained through optical microscopy, scanning electron microscope 
or light interferometer.

The final step analyses the relation between the amount of material 
removed (through the ablated crater size of depth of ablation) and the 
pulse energy used. This data is then used for the extrapolation energy 
required for an amount of material removed equal to zero, thus indicating 
the minimum amount of energy required for ablation to occur with the given 
material and laser set-up.

A wide range of literature about laser ablation threshold has been produced 
through the years that may serve as guidance for the correct calculation of 
the ablation threshold. It is important to say that this calculation may help 
to define the window processing parameter for a given system. An example 
of a typical graph for the ablation threshold can be observed in the image 
above.

Contact: David Rico-Sierra
sgdricos@liverpool.ac.uk
www.liverpool.ac.uk

The European Innovation 
Radar has identified TWI Ltd 
and project partner APR Srl of 
Turin, Italy, as key innovators 
for the NANOTUN3D Project.
The Innovation Radar is a 
support initiative that focuses 
on the identification of high-
potential innovations in H2020 
projects, as well as the key 
businesses in delivering these 
projects.

The NANOTUN3D Project, which was working to optimise powder bed 
additive manufacturing for Ti-based nano-additive material, has been 
determined to be ‘tech ready’ as well as addressing the needs of existing 
markets. The project will now join over 3600 others on the European 
Commission’s Innovation Radar platform.

A great technical challenge was to identify optimal workflow and 
process parameters to additively manufacture the nano-modified 
material with minimal internal defects. Miguel worked in developing 
and optimising laser powder bed fusion (PBF-LB) process parameters 
at TWI Yorkshire for the new nano-modified Ti6Al4V alloy. Powder 
reusability strategies were defined and different post-thermal treatments 
assessed in the project.

There were dramatic mechanical improvements of the nano-modified 
Ti6Al4V alloy compared to the standard Ti6Al4V – ASTM F2924-
14 material. TWI delivered the PBF-LB process workflow, including 
implementation of optimised process parameters as well as powder 
handling and reusability strategies, which are critical to successfully 
achieve project aims and objectives.

Contact: Miguel Zavala
miguel.zavala@twi.co.uk
www.twi-global.com

NANOTUN3D PROJECT: OPTIMISING POWDER BED AM FOR  
TI-BASED NANO-ADDITIVE MATERIAL
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INTERVIEW

CUTTING FROM COIL FOR  
LIGHTS OUT OPERATION 
AN INTERVIEW WITH ROSS HOWARD
EUROPEAN BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, DATUM ALLOYS

Q. Can you tell us a little about your history and Datum Alloys? 

INTERVIEW

I joined Datum in April 
this year as part of the 
company’s vision to 
develop business in 
our existing markets 
and explore new 
opportunities utilising 
our laser capabilities. 

Having trained as a 
precision engineer, I 
moved into the sales 
office and since then 
have worked in sales 
and operations roles for 
a variety of engineering 
and manufacturing 
companies in sectors 
from tooling, through 

electronics and more 
recently electrochemical 
marking, dot peen and 
laser marking systems.

Datum Alloys is an SME, 
based near Totnes in 
Devon and also has 
facilities in the USA and 
Singapore. Datum was 
founded in 1993 and 
was subject to a private 
equity supported buyout 
in 2019 lead by directors 
Pete Anniss, Ian John 
and Ben Widger.  

Our core business is 
the supply of stainless-

steel foil used in the 
electronics industry to 
manufacture stencils 
for Surface Mount 
Technology (SMT) 
printed circuit boards. 

Supplying around 70% 
of the European market 
and approximately 50-
60% of the US & Mexico 
market, Datum provides 
foils cut to length using 
our bespoke 301 and 
304 grade stainless-
steel, developed by 
Datum specifically to 
service this market.   
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INTERVIEW

Q. How do you use lasers and what type do you  
 use?

We have a coil fed, 500 W fibre laser with a cutting capability of 
700 mm wide. We currently use our laser to cut sheet to length 
whilst simultaneously laser cutting a border hole pattern around 
the outside edge of the sheet used in tensioning systems by 
the screen printers. These sheets are automatically removed 
from the laser on a conveyor and stacked ready for dispatch 
meaning the process lends itself to lights out operation. 

Typically, our foils are in the region of 0.1 to 0.3 mm 
thickness and it is also possible to machine steps and micro 
features into the sheet using our CNC milling machine, creating 
multi-level blank stencils used where PCB’s require micro 
differences in solder height to accommodate small and large 
components on the same PCB.

Our bespoke laser system was supplied as a customised 
solution by an integrator and was specifically configured to suit 
our stencil border hole business. More recently we have used 
it to cut a range of parts up to 0.5 mm thick for a wide range 
of industries and applications from shims, optical components, 
sheet foils for heat insulation, battery connectors and machine 
components. 

We can laser cut bespoke parts to customers designs and 
left tabbed in the sheet, these can be stacked in the same 
way our foils are. Alternatively we can break the parts free 
and ship them as individual components, ready for application 
depending on the customers specification.

Q. What markets are you looking to address?
Besides the stencil foils we also supply other products like solder 
wave pallet material and battery strips and connectors utilising 
our thin metal handling expertise. As Business Development 
Manager, I am looking to find new markets that match well with our 
manufacturing capabilities, and laser cutting is one of the targeted 
areas for expansion. We already have an established market for 
our standard battery strips but I see an opportunity for bespoke 
battery tags to suit an ever developing battery market.

With the relative low cost of laser manufacturing compared to 
tooling costs for stamped parts, lasers lend themselves perfectly 
to lower volume production, research and development and 

prototyping. Once a concept has been proved and greater 
volumes are required there is a possible transition to moving to 
our stamping partners and producing tooling for stamped parts 
or running the laser lights out to produce the parts in volume. 
The flexibility of laser cutting suits many companies and we can 
respond quickly to variations of geometry and changes in design. 
We offer 24-48 hour turn around on orders meaning we are able to 
respond quickly to customers looking for rapid delivery. 

 
Q. How are you coping with the major upheavals  
 as a result of COVID-19 and Brexit? 

For some time now we have been preparing for Brexit. We 
have a clear plan and we don’t feel that we are at undue risk of 
disruption. We have recently moved into a new building and we 
have made sure it is Covid-secure. We ensure our production 
staff are socially distanced and many of the office staff are 
working remotely. 

I am pleased to say we have not had to furloughed any staff 
or make any redundancies, instead we have been running at 
similar capacity to that of pre-lockdown due to many of our 
customers versatility servicing demands from new markets in 
medical and technology. We are grateful that we haven’t seen 
any significant impact to our revenue stream.

Q. What is the best thing about AILU for you? 
AILU is recognised as an association with a wealth of industry 
experience and connections and our hope is that we can raise 
awareness of our company and our laser material processing 
capabilities through AILU to the wider community. 

We are looking for network opportunities including 1st 
and 2nd tier supply and we also hope as a member we can 
draw on the association's extensive knowledge base to help 
us develop a greater understanding of laser cutting and laser 
technologies. We are constantly learning and developing new 
methods and techniques to optimise our lasers capabilities and 
we are excited to see what the future brings.

 Contact: Ross Howard
 ross.howard@datumalloys.com
 www.datumalloys.com

AILU is recognised as an 
association with a wealth  

of industry experience  
and connections.  

“

”

Laser cutting is one  
of the targeted areas  

for expansion. 

”

“
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MICROMETRIC'S METAL BIRDS RAISE MONEY  
FOR AUSTRALIAN BUSHFIRES RELIEF

JOB SHOP CORNER

Micrometric has worked with Metalbird UK 
across a number of projects and was asked 
to produce 250 metal art birds to be sold to 
raise money for The Australian Red Cross 
and WWF Australia, two charities carrying 
out crucial work to support the people and 
animals affected by the bushfire devastation 
in late 2019.

Micrometric produced 250 metal art birds in 
the shape of the native Australian kookaburra 
to represent the 500 million native Australian 
birds and animals that have been killed in the 
bushfires.

Metalbird sells a variety of metal art birds 
designed to be hammered into trees, fences 
or posts. They’re also expected to naturally 
rust over time to blend into the landscape.

The birds that Micrometric has produced 
have been made using 4 mm mild steel 
processed using state-of-art laser cutting 
machines to shape the intricate design.

An outline of the bird perching on a branch 
was created - the branch acts as a large 
pin which can be hammered into a tree or 
wooden surface.

In order to maximise the fundraising efforts, 
Metalbird has already donated all the profits 
from the sale of the birds during Australia Day 
weekend to Australia Red Cross and WWF 
Australia. Amazingly over £11,000 has been 
raised by the combined Metalbird regions 
throughout the world.

Contact: Chris Waters
chriswaters@micrometric.co.uk
www.micrometric.co.uk

SSC LASER CELEBRATES 
ITS 20TH ANNIVERSARY

Back in September 2000, SSC Laser was 
just a few portacabins at Hangar 5. Fast 
forward to today it is a multiskilled laser cutting 
sub-contractor based at a state-of-the-art 
headquarters and manufacturing facility in 
Stafford.

Contact: Andy Hume
andy.hume@ssclaser.co.uk
www.ssclaser.co.uk

GF LASER CUTS IT FOR 
THE FITNESS SECTOR 
GF Laser is able to oxygen laser cut 20 mm 
thick mild steel parts produced on its TRUMPH 
3030 Fibre 4 kw machine. These have been 
processed under the additional ‘Brightline’ 
settings and nozzle designs on our state of 
the art machine, the overall quality achieved is 
impressive. 

The company produces cut material for the 
automotive and construction sectors, and also 
for the health and fitness sector to which has 
seen an unprecedented demand for at home 
equipment in light of the current country-wide 
coronavirus situation. Producing these parts in 
high volume and at a consistent finish level is of 
great importance for GF Laser and customers 
alike.

Contact: Simon Tregillus
simon.tregillus@gflaser.co.uk
www.gflaser.co.uk

MIDTHERM SAYS THANK 
YOU TO THE NHS
A laser-cut tribute to the NHS has been 
displayed at Midtherm Laser. The company 
wanted to recognise the amazing job done by 
the NHS during the coronavirus pandemic.

Contact: Mark Hannon
mark@midthermlaser.co.uk
www.midthermlaser.co.uk
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2020 has been pretty lousy year for so many reasons, most 
of which we can blame on Covid, but just as things had 
started to pick back up and we were getting used to the 
new normal, the UK has been thrust back into lockdown.

Until the lockdown many manufacturing companies were 
starting to see their turnover creeping back up to almost 
pre-Covid levels. I had planned to write this article about 
how job shops should be trying to recruit as there are 
currently a lot of people job hunting, and with a large talent 
pool available now is still the time to recruit, if you can. 

However, as is typical in 2020, we have been thrown another 
curveball. I had planned to end all furlough of staff by the 
end of October as the original job retention scheme for 
November didn’t look very attractive to employers.  Then 
the government announced the new lockdown, our work 
has dried up overnight, again, and we are now sending staff 
back onto furlough.

On the plus side, at least the furlough scheme is very 
generous and allows us to retain staff. I do worry that 
perhaps the furlough scheme is too generous, but we can 
worry about paying back all that money in taxes once we 
are on the other side of this pandemic. 

Right now we all need to make plans to survive the 
lockdown and then the inevitable downturn over the 
Christmas period. What will your company do? Our plan is to 
cut costs by furloughing some staff, others we will re-instate 
to work from home and do some training which we never 

normally find time to do. In terms of work we plan to focus 
on our customers who are either extra busy due to Covid or 
those that are seemingly unaffected by the pandemic. 

Embrace the technology! Most of us are used to laser 
machines and CAD systems, but this pandemic has made 
all of us become IT gurus of Zoom, remote desktops and, 
in our case, trying to switch to paperless working.  Whilst 
sometimes this feels like conducting a séance (Linda, are 
you there? Is anyone else with you? We can’t see you, show 
us a sign if you can hear us...), what has become apparent 
though is that the technology does already exist for such 
things, but until we were forced to use it, most of us avoided 
trying it. Of course, as is the way of things, we will not go 
back and I’m sure many businesses will utilise some level of 
working from home even after the pandemic, if it is possible 
to think of such a time.

Overall I’m expecting this lockdown to be less difficult and 
painful than the first as we have already had a practice run, 
it’s always easier the second time around! On the other hand 
I can see it dragging on for a while, at least until Christmas, 
if not beyond. Let’s just hope that most businesses decide 
to trade though it rather than shut down, as that way we can 
keep the economy at least ticking over. Most importantly 
though, stay safe!

Mark Millar
mark.millar@essexlaser.co.uk     www.essexlaser.co.uk

CHAIR’S MESSAGE

LOCKDOWN 2.0
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Choose a laser 
gas supplier 
you can trust 
Laser cutting requires consistency, efficiency 
and productivity.
At Air Products we have high purity laser gases.
We will work with you to supply the most cost 
effective delivery mode to minimise waste and 
ensure flawless quality.
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This article is a guide to help determine 
whether a single-mode or multi-mode 
laser is appropriate for a given cutting 
application. Very often single-mode (SM) 
lasers can cut faster than multi-mode (MM), 
particularly for thin materials using the 
same power output, but there is usually 
a compromise elsewhere. This article 
identifies the trade-offs involved with 
choosing the SM laser option.

Spot Size
For cutting applications the focal spot size is a 
key choice, which is mainly driven by the type 
of laser (single or multi-mode) and the laser 
output power. Once the focal spot size has been 
chosen, many other design elements can be 
decided such as optical magnification factor, the 
collimator and focussing optic focal lengths, the 
model of cutting head as well as the maximum 
machine cutting speed.

In general, for a given metal thickness, as the 
focal spot size increases, the cut quality will 
increase, the cutting speed will decrease and 
parts are more easily removed from the sheet. 
However, as the spot size increases the assist 
gas jet has to work harder to remove more 
melt, otherwise there will be dross on the cut-
edge. In a similar manner, as the focal spot size 
decreases, the cut quality will decrease and cut 
speeds will increase, but the kerf (cut width) 
will become narrow so that  it will be harder for 
enough gas to blow through the cut to remove 
the dross. The work of our Applications team 
is to experimentally find the optimum focal spot 
sizes for each laser system configuration and 
to determine the conditions when a SM or MM 
laser should be used.

200 W laser power
For cutting thin stainless steel at reasonable 
speeds, the 200 W laser can be used. Only 
the SM laser is used at this power level using 
a 60 µm focal spot size, and the cutting 
performance is shown in Figure 1. 

When cutting thin foils, for example, material less 
than 250 µm thick - typically used for making 
PCB stencils or for medical applications - it is 
common to modulate the laser to maintain the 
peak power whilst reducing the average power 
to avoid burning the cut edge. This brings the 
advantage of being able to use pulse-width-
modulation (PWM) techniques to cut with high 
quality at varying speeds around the design, 
which is very useful for cutting intricate parts 
(e.g. medical stents) without dross or burr.

500 W laser power
At this power level the optimal focal spot sizes 
are the same for single-mode (SM) and multi-
mode (Ø50 µm) lasers, both using Ø60 µm. 
A comparison of the cutting performance for 
stainless steel is shown in Figure 2, which shows 
that the performance is similar for both single 
and multimode (MM) except for thin (<1.0 mm) 
sheets, where there is a 50% gain in speed 
with the SM. If the focal spot for the SM laser 
is reduced to 30 µm, the 0.5 mm thick cutting 
speed can be further increased to 40m/min, but 
there is no improvement for thicker sheets.

For mild steel cutting with oxygen, the SM laser 
produces very poor quality cuts characterised by 
a rough cut edge with large, deep striations and 
significant dross whilst the MM laser produces 
good cuts in material up to 6 mm thick, as 
shown in Figure 3. In order to produce a good 
laser cut in mild steel, a larger incident spot 
size is needed which generates a wide kerf so 
that enough low pressure (slow moving) oxygen 
assist gas can flow down through the cut. When 
the 500 W MM laser is used, the focus position 
is set above the top metal surface so that the 
beam size through the sheet metal is relatively 
large. However, in contrast, the SM laser has 
low divergence (in comparison the MM laser has 
a divergence which is 5.5x larger for the same 
focal spot size) so it is not possible to defocus 
enough to obtain a sufficiently large incident 
beam with standard cutting head optics.

In summary, the cutting performance of the 
500 W SM and MM lasers (Figure 4) is quite 
similar for nitrogen-based cutting. Thin sheets 
(<1.0 mm) can be cut much faster by decreasing 
the focal spot size with the SM laser. Only the 
MM laser can cut mild steel with oxygen assist.

1000 W laser power
At this power level the optimal focal spot sizes 
are Ø60 μm for the SM laser and Ø100 μm 
for the MM laser (Ø50 μm delivery fibre). The 
cutting performance for stainless steel is shown 
in Figure 5, where the SM laser shows a clear 
speed advantage for sheet thicknesses <2.0 
mm, but the same performance for thicker 
sheets. In addition, the maximum cutting 
thickness for the SM laser is 4 mm and for the 
MM it is 5 mm.

For mild steel cutting with oxygen, the SM laser 
produces very poor cuts (which is due to the low 
divergence) whilst the MM laser produces good 
cuts in material up to 10 mm thick (Figure 6).

The comparison of cut performance for 
aluminium and brass for 1 kW SM and MM 

LASER CUTTING: WHEN TO CHOOSE 

A SINGLE OR MULTI-MODE LASER 
PAUL HARRISON

LASER CUTTING

Figure 1: Cutting performance of a 200 W SM 
laser using a 60µm focal spot size.

Figure 2: Comparison of 500 W stainless steel 
cutting performance of SM vs. MM.

Figure 3: 6 mm mild steel cutting with 500 W 
SM laser (top) and 500 W MM (50 µm) laser 
(bottom).

Figure 4: Cutting performance of a 200 W SM 
laser using a 60 µm focal spot size.
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is shown in Figure 7. Generally the SM laser 
produces faster cuts, by a factor of 50% for 
1.5 mm thick Al and by 89% for 2 mm brass. 
The range of thicknesses which can be cut is the 
same for SM and MM.

In summary, the stainless steel cutting 
performance of the 1 kW SM and MM lasers 
is quite similar for sheets thicker than 2 mm. 
Faster cuts can be obtained with thinner SS 
sheets (<2.0 mm) and across the whole range of 
aluminium and brass with the SM laser, however 
only the MM laser can cut mild steel with 
oxygen assist. Therefore for all-round general 
performance including mild steel cutting (e.g. 
for a job shop) the 1 kW MM laser is a better 
choice. However, for specific cutting applications 
where mild steel cutting is not needed, it is 
better to choose the 1 kW SM laser.

1500 W laser power
At 1500 W, SM cutting for thin material reaches 
speeds that are as fast as the maximum cutting 

speed for many flatbed cutting machines. Figure 8 
compares cutting speeds for 1 mm thick material 
(SS, Al, brass and Cu) for SM and MM (Ø50 µm) 
lasers. This comparison used the same cutting 
head magnification of 2.0x, so the focal spot sizes 
were Ø40 µm for the SM laser and Ø100 µm 
for the MM laser. The figure shows that the SM 
laser has a significant speed advantage over the 
MM laser, cutting stainless steel and aluminium 
at 47 m/min (in fact this is likely to be higher but 
this was the maximum speed available from the 
test flatbed cutting system). This means that 
higher SM power levels are unlikely to be used 
for flatbed cutting applications, and at 2 kW 
and above, the discussion moves to deciding 
whether to use a Ø50 µm or Ø100 µm delivery 
fibre. However, the main problem with using SM 
lasers for full-size (1500 mm x 3000 mm) flatbed 
systems is the inability to cut mild steel with 
oxygen assist with good quality. 

For jobshop-type cutting applications where all-
round performance is required, the 1.5 kW MM 
laser is the most appropriate option, however 
for applications areas where thinner mild steel 
sheets can be cut with nitrogen assist (HVAC 
panel cutting, for instance) the SM laser is an 
option if the bed size allows. 

Note that the absolute minimum delivery fibre 
length for a 2 axis gantry-style cutting system 
is 1.5x the total movement length of both axes. 
For example, a 1.25 m x 2.5 m system has a 
minimum delivery fibre length of 5.7 m through 
the flexible guide chains plus 1m at each end, 
giving 7.7m. In this case a 10 m delivery fibre 
should be used. At 1500 W laser power, the 
maximum delivery fibre length is 15 m for a 
single mode laser which is fine in this case, and 
longer delivery fibres are available for the MM 
lasers.

When considering sheet thicknesses of 
<2.0 mm, it’s possible that a 1 kW SM laser 
could be used instead of a 1500 W MM laser. 
The cutting speeds are close, as shown in 
Figure 9. For 1 mm SS, the 1 kW SM laser 
cuts at a speed of 26 m/min and the 1500 
W MM laser cuts at 30 m/min – the price vs 
performance comparison would be very close.

2 kW Laser Power
At 2 kW laser power the Ø50 µm MM laser has 
good performance with a Ø100 µm focal spot 
(2.0x magnification). This produces fast cutting 
speeds and good all-round cutting performance, 
as it is able to cut stainless steel (Figure 10), 
brass and aluminium up to 6 mm thick, mild 
steel up to 15 mm thick and copper up to 3 mm 
thick. For an entry-level flatbed cutting machine 
this is a good choice and produces faster cuts 
than the 2 kW 100 µm laser due to the lower 
divergence angle near the focal spot.

Summary
• MM lasers are all-round general purpose 

metal cutting lasers which can acceptably cut 
mild and stainless steel, aluminium, brass and 
copper.

• SM lasers are not good for cutting mild steel 
with oxygen due to low divergence (but can 
cut thinner mild steel with nitrogen).

• SM lasers produce fast cuts on thinner sheet 
metals compared to MM lasers, particularly if 
a small focal spot is used.

• The 1 kW SM laser can cut aluminium and 
brass faster than the 1 kW MM laser.

• Careful choice of fibre laser supplier is 
needed for SM cutting applications to 
ensure that the maximum available delivery 
fibre length is compatible with the system 
requirement.

Contact: Paul Harrison
Paul.Harrison@spilasers.com 
www.spilasers.com

LASER CUTTING

Paul Harrison joined SPI Lasers in 2010 where he is 
currently Chief Engineer for Product Applications, working 
with both pulsed and high power CW fibre lasers.

SEE OBSERVATIONS P28

Figure 5: Comparison of 1000 W stainless steel 
cutting performance of SM vs. MM.

Figure 6: 10 mm MS cut with 1 kW MM laser at 
0.6 m/min.

Figure 7: Comparison of cut performance for 
aluminium and brass for 1 kW SM and MM.

Figure 8: Comparison of 1 mm cutting for 
1.5 kW SM and MM lasers.

Figure 9: 1000 W vs. 1500 W cutting stainless steel.

Figure 10: 500 W vs. 2000 W cutting stainless steel.
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Amongst other things, laser cleaning 
can be used to conserve and restore 
important works of art, architecture, and 
cultural heritage. This article describes the 
application of laser cleaning to restore parts 
of an old stone cottage and its artefacts 
in a remote area of South West Ireland. 
The cottage was built on the side of a 
mountain overlooking the Atlantic Coast, 
around 1900. Because organic farming is 
practiced around the two acre plot, the use 
of chemicals was not permitted during the 
restoration process.

Cause of the fire damage
The cottage had no foundations, which was 
common at the time of building, with walls 
2 feet thick, made of large stones. There 
was no insulation in the walls nor the floors, 
and so dehumidifiers were constantly in use, 
especially in winter. Unfortunately, one of these 
dehumidifiers overheated and caught fire, 
smothering the whole house in a thick black 
sooty residue. All the outside windows were 
closed and the fire quenched itself shortly after 
ignition, either by consuming the oxygen supply 
in the house, or being dampened by spilled 
water from the melted reservoir tank in the 
dehumidifier. Luckily the house was unoccupied 
at the time, but considerable internal damage 
had been caused by the black acrid smoke 
that travelled to all parts of the house, covering 
clothing and linen, shower ties, shoes, pottery, 
carpets, memorabilia, ceilings, etc. in a thick, 
black residue.  

Work began on restoring the cottage to its 
original state. Even if the use of the strongest 
industrial grade detergent had been permitted, 
one could not “wash” the entire inside of the 
house.The partitions upstairs had to be removed 
as the black soot got in between the slats. The 
attic also had to be taken down and, bearing 
in mind nobody had been up there for over a 
century, a lot of dust and rotten wood came 
with it. After removing the entire contents of the 
house and the partitions, there was actually very 
little remaining to clean.  

Laser cleaning the fabric of the building
The battens in the room in which the fire started 
were a cause for concern. Only one of them 
was burned (the one directly over the burning 
dehumidifier) but the rest were coated in the 
sooty residue. Over the years, the battens had 
been painted and repainted so the soot could 
not penetrate the wood. Should all the battens 

need replacing, the upstairs floor, which was 
attached to the battens, would have to come 
down too. The cost for doing this would be quite 
considerable.  

In order to avoid this, laser cleaning was 
employed and was able to remove the soot, 
both from the painted battens, and the plaster 
board, (which incidentally saved the whole house 
from being burned to the ground as the plaster 
boards have a 20 minute burn-through time) 
(Figure 1).  

During the cleaning process we used our 
P-Laser Compact CQF 100 W hand-held 
portable fibre laser (Figure 2) at full power, with 
a programmable line width of 200 mm and 
adjusted the focal length to the maximum of 
500 mm. This gave the largest spot, thus the 
lowest energy density per pulse, at a repetition 
rate of approximately 100 kHz. Extraction was 
essential as without it, the soot that had been 
removed would land at another location in the 
house during the cleaning process. In addition, 
the operator wore a mask respirator, which was 
suitable for organic vapours and laser fumes. 
No heat was generated during the cleaning 
process. The laser wavelength was absorbed 
into the black soot on the battens and walls 
and reflected off the white paint. The soot was 
also removed from the brown painted battens, 
which was thick enough to ablate a few microns 
of brown paint. The battens were ready for 
immediate repainting afterwards.

The same was true for removing the black soot 
on a painted door. Here the white paint, just 
like on the walls, reflected the beam completely. 
Figure 3 shows that all the soot on the wall, 
hinge and door was removed. The common 
feature for the walls, woodwork and metal hinges 
was that they were all painted white. White paint 

can be difficult to remove using laser cleaning. 
Generally darker colours tend to absorb the 
beam more easily than lighter colours, although 
this is more of a guide that a rule. It is the 
chemical composition of the pigments in the 
paint that ultimately determines the success of 
the ablation. 

Restoring artefacts
Most artefacts in the house were lost. The 
cottage was a holiday home for an elderly couple 
and there were a lot of photographs, books and 
artwork of sentimental value that were destroyed. 
Also lost were electrical items such as the fuse 
box, telephone, TV and radios, because soot is 
conductive. Only a few metal objects, glassware 
and cooking ware that had a strong paint or 
varnish on their surface were saved as the soot 
did not penetrate into them.  

Most items on the kitchen dresser were badly 
damaged, as shown in Figure 4. Even the 
contents inside the drawers and cupboards 
were covered with fine particles of soot. Laser 
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LASER CLEANING: THE RESTORATION 

OF A FIRE-DAMAGED COTTAGE 
LEO SEXTON

Figure 3: The laser beam was reflected off the 
white plaster boards and white painted walls, 
while at the same time removing the soot.

Figure 2: The 100 W Compact laser. Transparent 
film was wrapped around the laser and fibre 
delivery cable to protect them from the soot.

Figure 1:  Saving the ceiling battens
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cleaning could be carried out any metal or 
ceramic artefact on the dresser. The Delft pottery 
on the dresser was old and more ornamental 
than practical. Normal washing detergent 
was not strong enough to break down the 
hydrocarbon chemical bonds in the soot. We 
were not permitted to use anything stronger than 
domestic washing-up detergent which had to be 
eco-friendly.  

To clean the Delft, the laser was brought 
outside and set up on the front garden patio.  
Windy conditions meant that no extraction 
was required. The following images show the 

pottery before and after laser cleaning. The 
plate depicting St. Patrick (Figure 5) was laser 
cleaned using the same parameters employed 
for removing the soot from the battens and 
plasterwork. The image of St. Patrick and the 
text on the plate were printed over the top of the 
glaze and it appears that some of the paint was 
removed by the action of the laser. Perhaps with 
softer parameters, i.e. 30% energy per pulse, 
instead of 100% (1 mJ), this may not have been 
the case. 

We changed the profile of the beam from a line 
to a circular scan for the next plate (Figure 6). 
The words “New York City” were slightly faded 
by the action of the laser because once again 
the print was on top of the glaze. Round the 
circumference of the plate there were splashes 
of red paint. None of this faded because the red 
paint was under the glaze and thus protected 
against the laser beam.  

The milk jug in Figure 7 was restored to a usable 
condition. Initially the pattern on the jug could 
not be seen, but with one sweep of the beam 
it was revealed. We did hear some of the glaze 
started to “ping” and tiny micro cracks were 
visible. The jug already exhibited quite a large 
number of mini cracks in the glaze and the beam 
may have been diffracted into these cracks.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our 1 micron, 100 ns, 1 mJ, 
100 kHz fibre laser was excellent at removing 
the soot from the painted battens, plaster board, 
and white painted walls. No soot remained after 
several passes of the laser beam and repainting 
could be carried immediately afterwards. In 
relation to cleaning the ceramic glazed Delft, the 
soot was easily removed and if the print was 
on top of the glaze, it faded slightly.  We would 
recommend that a beam homogeniser, which 
gives a “top hat” beam profile shape, would 
benefit in this application although very soft 
parameters may have been as good.  

Overall the project was a success. Originally 
the battens in the kitchen were scheduled for 
replacement but the action of laser cleaning 
allowed them to be saved, except one which 
was badly burned. This may be of interest to 
loss adjusters employed by insurance companies 
to assess large or complex claims, where 
perhaps laser cleaning might find a new role. 

 As Art Schawlow, inventor of the laser said, the 
laser “is a solution looking for a problem” and I 
think we may have yet again discovered another 
application for laser technology. To see the laser 
cleaning videos associated with this article, please 
visit our YouTube channel www.laserage.tv.

P-Laser has appointed LaserAge as the 
authorised exclusive partner to sell and promote 
all products provided by said company in the 
British Isles.

Contact: Leo Sexton 
leo@p-laser.co.uk
www.p-laser.co.uk

Leo Sexton is Managing Director/Owner of LaserAge, 
promoting industrial laser cleaning technology into a 
broad range of manufacturing processes.

LASER CLEANING

SEE OBSERVATIONS P28

Figure 4: Smoke damaged items on kitchen 
dresser.

Figure 5: Before and after images of 
cleaning Plate 1.

Figure 6: Before and after images of 
cleaning Plate 2.

Figure 7: Before and after images of cleaning 
a milk jug.
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As a way to mitigate defect formation 
during laser powder bed fusion (PBF), it is 
useful to establish the correlation between 
processing conditions and the bead profile 
obtained. Additionally, the control of bead 
shape is important because it determines 
the resolution and layer height achieved in 
the process. For laser welding and other AM 
techniques the shielding conditions used 
can have an important effect on the melting 
behaviour, geometry and microstructure 
of the manufactured parts [1,2]. Hence, it 
is expected that optimising the shielding 
atmosphere during laser PBF could 
have a significant impact on the process 
characteristics and can be used as a way to 
control bead profiles and minimise defects. 

In this study, different shielding conditions 
were tested during laser PBF. First, a global 
argon shielding was used. Second, melting 
under a global helium atmosphere was 
investigated. Significant differences were 
found regarding melting behaviour for each 
of the shielding conditions used.

Methodology
Materials and experimental system
A powder bed fusion test rig developed and 
located at Cranfield University was used in 
this experiment. The rig was enclosed inside 
an airtight chamber and the oxygen level was 
controlled by using an oxygen analyser. High-
speed imaging of powder processing was 
captured using a high speed camera installed 
inside the chamber.

A continuous wave fibre laser with a maximum 
power of 500 W and λ = 1064 nm was 
used. Laser light with a Gaussian intensity 
distribution was used at the focal point giving 
a D4σ diameter of 100 µm. Experiments were 
performed on powder and solid substrates using 
the same set of parameters for each. All powder 
melting was performed using gas-atomised 
stainless steel 304L powder. A single powder 
layer of a thickness of 250 μm was used, and 
304 stainless steel was used as the base plates. 

Testing of different shielding conditions
Initially, melting of powder and solid was 
performed using commercially pure argon gas. 
The argon inert atmosphere was created by 
pumping the gas into the airtight chamber until 
a concentration of 300 ppm of oxygen was 
achieved - this condition will be referred to as 
“argon global shielding”. Subsequently, melting 

of powder and solid was performed in a “helium 
global shielding” atmosphere with the same 
processing conditions used for the global argon 
shielding. 

Results
Argon global shielding 
Cross-sections of some selected melt profiles 
produced using argon global shielding showed 
that the behaviour of the melt pool fluctuates 
randomly in terms of melting regime between 
conduction and keyhole, as interaction time 
increases. 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between plasma 
plume behaviour and penetration depth for the 
same set of parameters. It can be observed 
that fluctuations in the plume characteristics 

occur with a change in melting regime. More 
specifically, it was found that a high intensity 
plasma plume with high upward directionality is 
associated with the keyhole regime with deep 
penetration bead profile. Also a small visible 
surface emission corresponds to the conduction 
regime with a characteristic hemi-spherical bead 
profile. 

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show stills from the high-
speed imaging, highlighting the previously 
described plasma plume behaviour. Figure 2(c) 
provides a different angle view, where the effect 
of plume fluctuation on the track linearity can 
be observed. In some instances, the change in 
plume behaviour is accompanied by wandering 
of the melt track. These changes in plume 
characteristics were found to occur at random 
locations along the melt track.

POWDER BED FUSION

EFFECT OF SHIELDING CONDITIONS 

ON LASER POWDER BED FUSION AM
ARMANDO CABALLERO ET AL.*   

Figure 1: Correlation between plasma plume characteristics and penetration depth for 
the same track. Power density 7700 kW/cm2, Interaction time 4 ms, solid melting.

Figure 2: High-speed images for single tracks melting using global argon shielding with a 
power density of 4800 kW/cm2 and an interaction time of 4 ms. (a) Side view of melting of 
powder. (b) Side view of melting of solid substrate. (c) Front view of melting on powder.
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POWDER BED FUSION

Helium global shielding
In the next experiment, global helium was used. 
Figure 3(a) shows selected cross-sections from 
single tracks produced under global helium 
shielding. A consistent melting regime can be 
identified in contrast to the profiles obtained 
using global argon shielding (Figure 1). In this 
case, the conduction melting regime is present 
with no fluctuations between conduction and 
keyhole. This behaviour was verified for both 
powder and solid melting.

During melting under a helium atmosphere, 
highspeed imaging revealed that the plasma 
plume is smaller and of less intensity compared 
to melting under argon atmosphere for the 
same set of processing parameters Figure 
3(b). Additionally, less plasma instability and 
fluctuation were seen for helium compared to 
argon. 

Discussion 
Plasma plume fluctuations under argon global 
shielding 
Strong fluctuations on penetration depth and 
plasma plume characteristics were observed 
under an argon shielding atmosphere. The 
same behaviour was observed for both a single 
powder layer and solid substrate. Hence, the 
possibility that such fluctuations are caused by 
the presence of powder particles can be ruled 
out. Two important features can be identified for 
the plasma plume under this condition. First, the 
generated plasma plume is pulsed in character, 
and secondly, it reaches a high intensity for 
some time intervals which leads to a strong 
plasma plume burst. 

The plasma plume burst is accompanied by 
a change in melting regime that switches 
between keyhole, when a high intensity plasma 
is observed, to conduction when the plasma 
loses intensity (Figure 1). Heat conduction losses 
and laser beam-plasma interactions can be 
suggested as the underlying mechanism of this 
observation. When a smaller beam size is used, 

the transition window between conduction and 
keyhole becomes narrower as a consequence of 
an increased ratio of energy losses to the energy 
utilised as the laser beam size decreases [3]. 
Hence, any attempt to increase the input energy 
to overcome these losses is likely to result in 
vaporisation and transition to keyhole regime.

Other literature sources indicate that significant 
changes in melting stability and bead geometry 
by using different shielding gases have not 
been observed before, when laser sources with 
a wavelength of 1.064 µm are used. Hence, 
such significant changes in these two factors 
by changing shielding gas from argon to helium 
for the wavelength of the fibre laser used here, 
would not be expected. This disagreement may 
be due to the fact that even though a very small 
percentage of the laser energy is being absorbed 
by the plasma plume for this wavelength, still the 
changes are enough to produce a fluctuation 
between conduction and keyhole. This is due 
to the fact that for this particular small beam 
size, even small changes in the input energy can 
generate a transition between melting modes 
due to the narrow operating window that exists 
under this particular condition [3]. An additional 
factor to consider for the laser beam-plasma 
plume interactions is the presence of refractive 
index gradients in the volume surrounding the 
processing point [4]. 

Melting characteristics under global helium 
shielding 
The instabilities observed during melting under 
an argon atmosphere were suppressed when 
helium shielding was used instead of argon. 
In this case, the plasma plume did not show 
strong fluctuations in the form of strong bursts 

and its intensity and size were significantly lower 
compared to ones obtained in argon. Electron 
temperature and electron density, two important 
fundamental parameters to describe the state 
of a plasma plume, can be used to explain this 
behaviour. The electron temperature and density 
of the plasma plume in a helium atmosphere will 
be lower as compared to argon [5]. This is due 
to the significantly higher ionisation potential of 
helium (24.46 eV) in contrast to argon (15.68 eV). 
Therefore, a helium atmosphere can effectively 
prevent further ionisation of the plume, which 
translates into a smaller plasma that will cause 
less disruption in the laser-powder coupling. 
The changes described here, regarding melting 
stability and particularly the conduction-keyhole 
fluctuations as a function of shielding gas used 
for fibre laser, together with the small laser beam 
used, constitute some of the novel findings of 
this work. These results imply that the shielding 
gas combination used during fibre laser PBF is 
an important factor to consider if the melting 
behaviour is to be predicted and controlled in 
order to increase the robustness of the process. 

Conclusions 
For powder and solid substrate, melting 
under an argon atmosphere leads to random 
fluctuations in melting mode (conduction-
keyhole), and a high intensity plasma plume 
that causes melting instabilities and does not 
allow control of the bead profile. Under a helium 
atmosphere, the strong fluctuations in melting 
mode and plasma intensity were no longer 
observed and most achieved beads exhibited 
profile characteristic of a conduction regime. 
Under helium, better control of the bead profile 
was achieved than with argon.
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Figure 3: (a) Selected cross-sections from single tracks using global helium shielding for power 
densities of 7100 kW/cm2 and different interaction times, powder melting. (b) High speed 
imaging of powder melting under global helium shielding for an interaction time of 35 ms. Power 
density: 7100 kW/cm2.
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THE KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL LASER 

WELDING OF LAP AND EDGE JOINTS   
TOM GRAHAM 
As material selections in automotive 
manufacturing move further into the 
high strength realm, along with the more 
prevalent usage of difficult-to-weld 
materials such as aluminium, developing 
robust processes for joining these materials 
becomes ever more critical. The adaptation 
of technologies such as real time seam 
tracking, gap bridging, beam oscillation, 
and integrated clamping to laser related 
processes allows for them to be used in a 
more mainstream approach.     

In order to ensure the integrity of the product, 
various joint designs are needed to ensure 
the finished weldment can achieve all of the 
necessary requirements for fitness in service.  
Flanges, for instance, are added to joints to 
increase structural strength and stability and 
can occur in a variety of automotive parts 
including doors, windows, beams, and pillars.  
Most flanges however are designed to enable 
efficient welding with use of current resistance 
welding and laser optic offerings. These flanges, 
often with longer length than is necessary so 
as to accommodate part/process variation, 
add extra weight to vehicles that are already 
requiring weight reduction to meet upcoming US 
federal standards (e.g. Corporate Average Fuel 
Economy (CAFE) standards – fleet wide average 
of 54.5 mpg by 2025). 

Enabling weight reduction
What if it was possible to reliably process flanges 
as well as drastically reduce flange lengths and 
still maintain a robust manufacturing process? 
The solutions noted hereafter can offer strong 
potential for weight reduction as well as opening 
up enhanced design opportunities.

Typical edge welding is done with direct fusion 
between the two materials as depicted in 
Figure 1. Using this approach, it is necessary 
to maintain close to zero gap to ensure proper 
welding of the joint. Figure 2 depicts a method 
of gaining improved depth of fusion whilst 
reducing flange length by more than half of 
current standards. The ability to process in this 
manner is provided via a combination of features 
including optical seam tracking, integrated 
clamping, and beam oscillation capabilities 
combined in one tool, the Scansonic FSO 
(Flange Seam Welding Optic).

As with many welding processes, one of the 
largest obstacles is ensuring that the energy 
used for joining is accurately positioned in 
the joint. Workpiece tolerances, process 

robustness, and robot accuracy all play into 
achieving good welds. The ability to find the joint 
using optical seam tracking, via usage of laser 
triangulation, provides a means of accurately 
positioning the laser spot to the process. The 
seam tracking data in turn is fed back to the 
optic controller which translates the information 
to reposition the galvo motors in the head, and 
direct the laser beam to the required location. 

This system has the ability to provide various 
inclination angles to accommodate alterations 
in joint position for 2- and 3-layer welds as 
flange heights change relative to one another. 
The addition of an integrated clamping unit on 
the head not only secures the part at a position 
directly related to the process tool centre point, it 
also provides an opportunity for reduced tooling 
costs to clamp and hold the seam. The design 
of the clamping unit allows for reaching into 
openings or structures where flanges might be 
present and its fast open and close clamping 
mechanism (200 ms) provides a good foundation 
for high volume applications.  

Oscillation improves weld quality
In order to be able to meet the welding 
requirements needed for materials such as 
aluminium, boron, and ultra-high strength 
steels, these new technologies offer added 

benefit from a weld reliability standpoint. The 
usage of the oscillation motors, in addition to 
those tied directly to beam location/tracking, 
enables 2 axis oscillation at speeds of up to 800 
Hz giving the ability to provide a cleaning action 
for oxide layers, additional time for gas out of 
zinc particles, or post weld annealing for fragile 
microstructures. 

An example of the cleaning action for the weld 
can be seen in the case of zero gap welding of 
galvanised material. In the case of welding zinc 
material, a gap (~0.1 mm) is typically mandatory 
to ensure that the zinc has a place to escape as 
it vaporises at a temperature more than half that 
of the base material. If not properly set up, this 
gas expulsion can get trapped in the solidifying 
molten pool and show up in the form of 
porosity in the finished weld. The addition of the 
oscillation feature enables a “remelting” of the 
pool thus allowing the zinc to be brought to the 
surface and not remain entrapped in the weld. 
In the case of the samples shown in Figure 3, 
only X modulation is used to help ensure proper 
handling of zinc from the weld. 

In the case of structural components, it is often 
necessary to join relatively dissimilar materials 
such as boron steels to either electrolytically 
galvanised or hot dipped material. Based on the 
ability to control the beam location relative to the 

LASER WELDING

Figure 1: Current laser welding. Figure 2: Scansonic flange welding.

Figure 3: Flange welding of galvanised material with and without oscillation.
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joint and utilise oscillation, it provides a melt pool 
that “floats” on the work piece (see Figure 4). 
Distortion that may show up in the work piece 
does not necessarily impact the finished quality 
due in part to the adaptive nature of the process. 
The product’s ability to accommodate variation 
in real time enables a stability that has typically 
hampered similar process approaches in the 
past. 

Gap bridging technology 
If a lap fillet is the functional joint that needs to 
be processed, similar issues are seen here as 
well regarding joint location and required overlap. 
A complimentary solution exists that includes  
some of the features noted above regarding 
optical seam tracking and beam oscillation, 
however in lieu of clamping, this offering comes 
equipped with “gap bridging” technology. In the 
majority of laser welding applications, zero gap 
is the ideal condition to ensure proper fusion 
between the upper and lower sheets. Should 
gaps be seen in lap edge configurations, there 
are now options to help support sound welding 
of this configuration.

Should wire be needed for chemistry or gap 
related conditions, there are options for use 
of the Scansonic ALO3 tactile seam tracking 
system to accommodate for gaps, as filler 
metal can be used to bridge them. However, 
with remote welding, it is not feasible to bring 
wire to the joint with any sense of consistency, 
especially when using optical seam tracking 
for beam placement in the joint. Without filler 
metal, how is it possible to automatically bridge 
the gap? The Scansonic RLWA (Remote Laser 
Welding – Adaptive), which utilises a 500 mm 
standoff and offers real-time seam finding and 
tracking via its process controls located internal 
to the head, now has an option called “gap 
bridging”. The end result is one where the laser 
spot position relative to the seam is controlled 
in a dynamic nature, not simply shooting to a 
programmed point in space.   

Now that the beam can be accurately placed 
into the seam, the ability to process a lap joint 
with high reliability is possible. The issue still 
comes back to gaps in the material which typical 
laser processes struggle to accommodate. With 
gap bridging algorithms predefined within the 
system controls of the RLWA, the optic has the 

ability via the seam tracking package to identify 
gaps in the joint and automatically adjust various 
conditions to process the joint (Figure 5). 

Through modulation of laser power, spot size, 
y-offset of beam relative to joint edge, and 
application of beam oscillation in the X and Y 
direction, this enables a wicking of the molten 
material to bridge the joint (Figure 6). Gaps of ½ 
the upper material thickness and less can easily 
be addressed with both steel and aluminium, 
while further studies show abilities beyond that in 
certain situations (Figure 7).

The ability to add varying levels of adaptivity 
as an integral part of the laser welding process 
allows for greater robustness, less rework, and 

higher first pass quality to the finished product.  
Utilisation of tools such as optical seam tracking, 
integrated clamping, beam oscillation, and gap 
bridging algorithms enable the user to further 
gain the advantages seen from laser welding 
(e.g. processing speeds, low thermal input, etc.) 
and now be more broadly applied thus opening 
up opportunities not feasible in the past. 

This article was adapted from Industrial Laser 
Solutions magazine (Endeavor Business Media) 
vol 31, issue 1. 

Contact: Tom Graham 
tgraham@abicorusa.com 
www.binzel-abicor.com

Tom Graham is Director of Key Accounts for Abicor 
Binzel USA. He has 25 years of experience in the welding 
industry as an Engineer/Technical Sales Manager.  
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Figure 4: Edge welding of dissimilar metals.

Figure 6: Modulation characteristics for gap bridging algorithm for Scansonic RLWA.

Figure 7: Examples of gap bridging for lap fillet weld using Scansonic RLWA with no additional 
filler metal.

Figure 5: The laser welding optic has the ability to identify gaps in the joint and automatically adjust 
various conditions to process the joint.
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LASER WELDING OF NI SUPERALLOYS 

FOR AERONAUTIC APPLICATIONS  
MOHAMMED NAEEM

High temperature nickel and cobalt 
superalloys are used for the production and 
repair of damaged aeroengine hot section 
components in operation. It is possible to 
classify these alloys into two main groups; 
solid solution alloys (e.g. Inconel 600 series) 
and alloys for precipitation hardening 
(e.g. Inconel 700 series). In general, solid-
solution alloys are easier to weld than alloys 
that harden from precipitation. 

These materials have excellent high temperature 
properties, but most of these alloys have poor 
weldability due to porosity and heat affected 
zone cracking. Research has been carried out 
to establish laser and processing parameters to 
produce autogenous welds of good quality as 
well as welds produced with filler material that 
meet the strict aerospace requirements. 

Advantages and disadvantages of laser 
welding aerospace alloys
Several methods can be used to weld these 
aerospace alloys. Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) and 
Electron Beam (EB) are the most widespread 
techniques [1, 2, 3]. However, lasers with high 
beam quality and average power can be a 
suitable alternative for welding even complex 
shaped components made from these alloys. 
[4, 5, 6]. High power laser welding can offer 
a number of advantages over other welding 
techniques:

• Laser welding involves few production steps. 
Edge preparation and joint fixing are the 
auxiliary operations that take the most time. 

• The high beam power density creates 
a narrow, deeply penetrating weld pool, 
allowing through thickness welds to be 
made rapidly and accurately in a single pass 
without the presence of vacuum. 

• Low heat input creates a narrow heat 
affected zone (HAZ) with limited distortion 
and residual stress, which reduces the need 
for reworking. 

• The process is easily automated for high 
volume production.

• Laser light (fibre supplied) can be directed 
into inaccessible locations, providing the 
ability to redesign joints based on their 
function rather than the joining method.

With regard to potential applications in the 
aerospace industry, these advantages could 
translate into improvements in productivity 
and weld joint quality, as well as new design 
opportunities, leading to an overall reduction 

in weight. The main disadvantages of the 
laser welding process are the strict joining 
requirements. In the case of a typical butt joint, 
the largest acceptable air gap for autogenous 
laser welding is usually 10% of the material 
thickness. These tolerances can be met 
when components are relatively small and 
manufactured with mechanical processing or 
laser cutting. In the case of large components, it 
is difficult to obtain the required accuracy during 
positioning. The geometry of a joint, an air gap, 
and a part mismatch varies from joint to joint and 
between products and production batches. The 
addition of filler material (i.e. wire) can be used 
to compensate for poor fit and mismatch for 
the butt joint, as well as to control the geometry 
of the weld and achieve the desired weld 
metallurgy [7].

Prima Power Laserdyne has undertaken a 
number of initiatives to develop the laser and 
processing parameters that can produce 
good quality welds that meet the stringent 
requirements of the aerospace industry, i.e.

• No or minimum porosity
• No cracking 
• No top and under bead undercut
• Top bead seam width of certain size
• Waist (centre of the weld) of certain size
• Weld interface width  
• Bottom bead seam of certain size
• Oxidized free top and bottom bead

Welding data
Autogenous weld 
The effect of shield gases and power density 
on the characteristics of the resulting welds, 
including the morphology of the welds and 
the formation of porosity, was thoroughly 
investigated. The laser parameters and various 
shield gases used to study the formation of 
porosity in superalloys based on Inconel 625 
nickel are shown in Table 1. All the samples were 
X-rayed to observe the porosity level. The main 
objective of this initial shield gas analysis was to 
determine the acceptable cover gas for welding 
a variety of different superalloys based on nickel.

Figure 1 shows a series of welds that were 
performed with three different nickel-based 
superalloys and nitrogen shielding gas. It can 
be seen that all three welds are void-free. It is 
believed that the decrease in porosity under the 
nitrogen shielding gas is due to the decrease 
in the surface tension of the molten pool, so 

bubbles are more likely to escape the weld pool. 
Figure 2 shows typical x-ray image of the welds 
made with nitrogen shield gas. 

Welding with filler material
As demonstrated by the autogenous weld, 
laser welding can be a convenient alternative 
to welding nickel-based superalloys, but the 
disadvantage of autogenous (filler-free) laser 
welding is the strict joint requirements (usually 
10% of the material thickness). 

Laser welding with a filler material can either 
be carried out with powder or wire, however 
the majority of the laser welding applications in 
aeronautic engine applications use wire. The 
powder is mainly used in additive manufacturing 
for repair, 3-D printing and laser cladding 
applications.

Laser welding with filler wire helps to 
compensate for poor assembly and mismatches, 
improve welding geometry, and achieve the 
required welding metallurgy and performance. 
The geometry and metallurgy of the weld is 
achieved by adding welding wire to replace 
metal loss through vaporisation. 

The filler wire is usually of the same alloy type 
as the parent metal, apart from when welding 
aluminium based alloys. Laser welding with filler 
wire is a multi-parameter process, and there 
are many laser and filler wire parameters that 
determine the quality of the final weld. Some 
important parameters are listed here: 

Table 1: Laser parameters and shield gases to 
evaluate formation of porosity; Inconel 625; 
3mm thick; bead on plate. 

Shield 
gases

Flow 
rate  
(l/min)

Spot 
size 
(µm)

Power 
density 
(MW/
cm2)

Pore 
sizes 
(mm)

Argon 30 142 12.63 0.5

Argon 30 571 0.781 0.35

Nitrogen 30 142 12.63 none

Nitrogen 30 571 0.781 none

Argon/
Helium 
mix*

30 142 12.63 0.25

Argon/
Helium 
mix

30 571 0.781 0.30

*80% argon/20% helium 
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• Welding/filler wire speed: The wire feed rate 
for a given air gap and plate thickness is an 
important parameter and is dependent on 
welding speed, the cross sectional area of 
the gap between the joint face and cross 
sectional area of the filler wire. Addition of 
filler wire generally results in a 10% to 20% 
decrease in welding speed, for a given laser 
power, to compensate for the laser energy 
required to melt the wire.

• Laser beam- filler wire interaction: An 
exposed length of wire that is too short 
prevents the wire from being melted at the 
initial area of the bead, and the laser beam 

directly affected the material to be melted. In 
turn, an exposed length of wire that is too long 
causes the extended wire end to be pressed 
against the plate surface, and as a result, at 
the initial stage, the laser beam melts the wire 
through, dividing it into two parts.

• Focused spot size: The spot size should be 
close to the filler wire diameter. A laser spot 
size too small compared to the wire diameter 
leads to welds with porosity because the filler 
wire has not melted properly.

• Filler wire angle relative to workpiece and 
laser beam: Angles between 10o and 60o 
degrees from the vertical can be used and 
45o tends to be the norm, as it simplifies 
setting the required wire intersection position 
with the laser beam centre line.

Figure 3 highlights the transverse section of 
the laser weld with joint gap of 0.15 mm for 
3.2 mm thick Inconel 625 nickel based alloy. The 
weld was fully penetrated without any cracking, 
porosity and without underfill/undercut of the 
top bead. For aeronautic engine applications the 
underfill of the topbead is undesirable because it 
reduces the cross sectional thickness of the weld, 
which can lead to reduced tensile strength as well 
as fatigue strength of the weld during the service. 

Summary
In the aerospace industry where the emphasis 
is on quality for obvious reasons, until recently 
the general trend was to stay with electron 
beam and TIG welding in favour of laser welding.  
However, more and more manufacturers are 
turning to laser welding to join aerospace alloys.  
Some of the nickel-based alloys, especially high-
strength, precipitation-hardened materials, pose 
much more of a problem, as they are prone to 
heat affected areas and aging cracks, which 
limit the weldability when manufacturing and 
repairing these alloys. Therefore, laser welding 
methods (with and without filler material) are 
under evaluation. 

The work carried out at Prima Power Laserdyne 
can be summarised as follows:

• High power laser welding offers the same 
features and results as electron beam 
welding. 

• Laser welding is capable of high welding 
speeds as opposed to a TIG or MIG 
methods.

• Very good parameter control once the proper 
parameters have been established.

• Filler material can also be used to 
compensate for the poor fit-up and mismatch 
for butt joint configuration. Apart from 
improving the fit up, filler material improves 
the weld geometry, i.e. eliminates the top and 
bottom bead undercut.
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Figure 1: Autogenous butt joints; nickel based superalloys; nitrogen shield gas; average power 1.80 kW.

Figure 2: X-ray image of welds made nitrogen 
shield gas.

Figure 3: 3.2 mm thick Inconel 625 superalloy; 
butt joint with 0.15 mm gap; 1.2 mm diameter 
Inconel 625 wire; average power 1.80 kW; 
nitrogen shield gas.

3.2 mm thick C263 3.2 mm thick Hastelloy-X 3.2 mm thick Haynes 230
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Since 2013, Heriot-Watt University has 
investigated the capabilities of dissimilar 
material welding using ultra-short (ps) 
pulsed lasers. The emphasis in this 
research has been to develop an industrially 
relevant process, replacing those which 
rely on an interlayer (e.g. adhesive, frit, 
or solder) for applications where these 
interlayers represent an issue through 
outgassing creep or ageing. Over the years 
this research has provided breakthroughs 
in bonding aluminium to borosilicate 
glass (BK7) and aluminium to fused silica 
glass as well as insights into glass-glass 
bonding in the presence of air gaps and 
other geometric issues [1-3]; however a 
knowledge gap between academic and 
industrial application remained an issue for 
industrialisation. Project UltraWeld (Innovate 
UK #103763) was a thirty month (2018-2020) 
£1.2 M Innovate UK project led by Oxford 
Lasers to bridge this gap, delivering an 
industry-ready ultrashort laser welding 
process. 

This article reviews the progress made 
in the Innovate UK project UltraWeld in 
industrialising ultra-short pulse laser 
welding of both similar and highly dissimilar 
materials.

Ultra-Short Laser Welding
Originally demonstrated by Tamaki et al. in 2005 
[4], the process of ultra-short pulse laser welding 
relies on focusing the laser at, or near, the 
interface of two close contacted materials. On 
absorption, a plasma is formed and over many 
pulses an associated melt zone is generated, 
formed from both materials. If the laser is then 
translated along the interface plane this material 
will cool forming a fusion bond (Figure 1). 
Although this does require one material to be 
transparent to the incident radiation (typically this 
is in the 1 µm wavelength range hence suitable 
for a range of optical materials) a wide range 
of both opaque and transparent materials are 
possible for the second material as the welding 
process is highly resistant to issues from thermal 
expansion or conduction effects. 

The key to a successful bond is in the use of 
ultra-short (fs, ps) laser pulses. This confines 
the peak energy both spatially and temporally 
creating a highly localised thermal zone (typically 
a few 100 µm). Outside of this volume the 
bulk material remains near room temperature 
thus allowing for bonding of materials with 
extreme differences in thermal conductivity and 

expansion (up to 100 times differential has been 
demonstrated [1]). The main difficulty in this 
process is to ensure that the plasma is confined 
within the bond region long enough to cool 
and this is highly dependent on how well the 
materials are mated. 

In the absence of sufficiently close mating 
the plasma may escape through the gap and 
unwanted ablation, rather than welding is the 
result. In the past it has often been assumed that 
optical contacting (<0.2 μm, where the gap is 
so small that it cannot be optically identified i.e. 
highly polished and flat surfaces) are required to 
allow for reliable bonding. However recent work 
has demonstrated that this is not a requirement 
as glass melt dynamics can bridge air gaps and 
optically rough metals can be accommodated, 
albeit with a potential cost in bond strength and 
reliability [2-3]. Nevertheless, surface preparation 
is a key consideration for ultra-short pulse laser 
welding and is critical for metal components. 
When properly prepared for welding we have 
demonstrated that high yields and high bonding 
strength (up to 65 MPa Shear although 22 MPa 
is more typical) can be obtained. 

Project UltraWeld
Project UltraWeld addressed the remaining 
research challenges required to industrialise this 
process and produced a prototype industrial 
laser system. The three key objectives of project 
UltraWeld were to:

• Develop and demonstrate a robust 
processing parameter space for bonding 
aerospace aluminium (6082) to Schott N-BK7 
glass and stainless steel to crystal quartz. i.e. 
“bulk optics”.

• Investigate the potential of the process for 
sealing thin (100 µm) flex glass (Corning 
Willow glass) devices with an emphasis on an 
OLED device.

• Develop a prototype industry-ready ultra-
short pulse laser welding station.

Thanks to a combination of skill sets within 
the consortium, all of these objectives were 
met. The UltraWeld consortium consisted 
of seven partners: Oxford Lasers (Didcot) 
a laser systems integrator, formed the lead 
with primary responsibility for developing 
the industrial system. Coherent Scotland 
(Glasgow), a manufacturer of ultra-short pulsed 
lasers provided expertise in ultra-short laser 
systems. The Centre for Process Innovation 
(CPI, Sedgefield) provided expertise and 
manufacturing capabilities for flexible OLED 
devices. Glass Technology Services Ltd. (GTS, 
Sheffield) provided expertise in glass mechanics 
and diagnostics. Gooch & Housego (Ilminster) 
represented both an end user as well as 
providing manufacturing capability for test and 
demonstrator parts. Leonardo MW (Edinburgh) 
represented an end user. Finally, Heriot-Watt 
University (Edinburgh) provided technical and 
process development support. 

Bulk Optic Welding
Previous work at HWU [1-3] demonstrated 
the feasibility of welding bulk (in this case 10 x 
10 mm glass cubes which are representative of 
1/2"-1” optical components) to metals including 
both Al-BK7 and Al-fused silica (Figure 2). This 
previous work demonstrated that up to 80% 
process yield was possible with appropriate 
parameters. Additionally, thermal cycling tests 
were carried out over a very robust thermal 
cycling regime (-50 to +90 °C) which showed 
that parts can survive if the mismatch in thermal 
expansion is not too high. For example BK7-
Al 6082 with (7.1x10-6 K-1 and 24x10-6 K-1 
respectively) is able to survive that temperature 
range with a slight deterioration of the bond 
strength, while SiO2-Al 6082 (0.51x10-6 K-1 and 
24x10-6 K-1) cannot survive this range but would 
likely survive a less aggressive regime.

The research within UltraWeld therefore 
concentrated on determining the material 
preparation requirements for the glass and 
metals as well as developing a processing 
recipe for stainless-steel to quartz welding. 

INDUSTRIALISATION OF ULTRA-

SHORT PULSE LASER WELDING
RICHARD CARTER  

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of ultra-short 
pulse laser welding. 

Figure 2: Example test parts for project 
Ultraweld – 10 mm glass cubes and 15 x15 x 
5 mm metal coupons.
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Parts were also subjected to standard qualification 
vibration and shear test analysis as well as novel 
direct measurement of stress induced optical 
birefringence within the glass to determine if the 
bond will have an effect on the quality of the optic. 

The results of this work demonstrated that 
for both metals, care is required in surface 
preparation but that near 100% yields 
are possible with well-defined preparation 
processes and suitable cleaning. Shear tests 
again demonstrated as good – or better than 
– adhesive performance for similar bond areas 
while optical polariscope measurements show 
that stress induced bi-refringence, although 
higher than adhesives can still be minimal within 
the 10 nm/cm level required for high precision 
optics (ISO 10110-18:2018) with appropriate 
design [5]. Finally thermal cycling demonstrated 
that Al:BK7 can survive to large temperature 
ranges but fully reliable survivability is limited to 
a lower thermal range of ± 20˚; by comparison 
Stainless Steel-Quartz bonding with a better 
CTE match (17 x10-6 K-1 and 5.5x10-6 K-1) is 
able to survive even our most robust military 
requirements of ± 70˚, with a high yield.

Building on these results, demonstrator parts 
have been prepared illustrating the flexibility of 
the system. Included in these are (Figure 3): 

• A half-wave plate welded to a stainless 
steel ring using four 1.25 mm Ø spiral spot 
welds placed symmetrically about the part. 
Since the waveplate consists of two quartz 
plates optically contacted and provided with 
anti-reflection coatings this is an impressive 
demonstration of the robustness of ultra-
short pulsed laser welding as neither the 
contact nor the coatings require adjustment 
to the weld process.

• A BK7 wedge prism welded to an Al base 
plate. In this case the glass-air optical 
interface is not parallel to the weld plane and 
hence the glass thickness is not a constant 
– again demonstrating the robustness of 
the system – in this case for dealing with 
arbitrarily shaped optics. 

OLED Encapsulation
Welding of thin glass presents an entirely 
different set of challenges to bulk optical 
materials. In this case the weld is principally 
between two thin (100 µm) but materially 

identical glass plates. Here the dimensions were 
a possible issue as the weld depth is typically 
of the same size, or larger than the material 
thickness. A further complication for this system 
comes from the fact that to seal an OLED, 
electrical contacts need to be incorporated. 
This necessitates welding in the presence of a 
thin (100s nm) Al or ITO layer between the glass 
plates and, since the weld will break conductivity, 
will also require a weld geometry which 
preserves an electrical connection.

Development work at Heriot-Watt concentrated 
initially in shrinking the weld seam dimensions 
to allow it to physically fit within the 200 µm 
glass thickness with a suitable safety margin 
whilst maintaining an acceptable weld strength. 
Processing parameters able to produce an 
80 µm bond were developed and the research 
question turned to welding in the presence of a 
thin interlayer of Al or ITO. In both cases it was 
shown that although the weld morphology is 
modified by the interlayer this does not prevent 
bonding nor present a significant issue with 
strength.

A demonstration part was therefore produced 
using a discontinuous welding pattern to permit 
conductivity through the weld line thus sealing 
the OLED but permitting through contacts for 
operation (Figure 4,5).

Prototype Welding System
Oxford Lasers has developed and validated to 
TRL6 level, a class-1 safe laser microwelding 
prototype tool for project Ultraweld. This is 
based on a C-series Oxford Lasers laser 
micromachining system and adapted for the 
project needs. It can easily be upgraded to a 
turnkey laser microwelding tool and is already in 
use for preproduction feasibility trials at Oxford 
Lasers. The industrial-grade tool includes a 
top of the range ultrafast fibre amplifier at 
1030 nm with tunable pulse duration from 
0.4-10 ps which extends from single-pulse to 
output frequency up to 40 MHz. The tool is 
built exclusively on granite for maximum stability 
and comprises a dedicated beam train with 
variable beam expansion, motorised laser power 
attenuation and specialist focusing optics via 
either a galvanometer scanner or fixed focusing 
objectives. Custom, high NA short focal length 
f-theta lenses designed by Oxford Lasers 
compensate for spherical aberration when 
focusing through tens of mm thick transparent 
materials for welding.  High precision XYZ 
motorised servo axes are used together with 
specialist part-handling jigs to position the parts 
under the laser beam. The clamping pressure 
and interface gap between the two weld parts 
can be controllably adjusted.  A suite of beam 

diagnostics including laser power measurement, 
autofocus height sensing and machine vision for 
part registration are provided as standard. The 
fully integrated tool is operated via a customised 
user-friendly Oxford Lasers CIMITA software 
interface. Optional CADCAM software can 
be used to generate user-defined laser beam 
toolpaths for seamless operation from weld track 
design to weld production.

With the successful development of laser 
welding recipes for dissimilar material bonding, 
development of an industrial prototype welding 
tool and the production of useable demonstrator 
parts, ultra-fast laser welding is on the verge 
a disruptive breakthrough in the optical 
manufacturing market.  
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Figure 4: Examples of thin flex OLED bonding. 
Left: continuous weld, Right: discontinuous 
weld. 

Figure 5: Operating OLED sealed with 
discontinuous welding pattern.  

Figure 3: Demonstration welded parts (Oxford 
Lasers). Left: BK7 prism wedge welded to Al, 
24 x 24 mm footprint 1- 18 mm thickness. 
Right: quartz waveplate welded to stainless 
steel Ø 12.7 mm, 2.1 mm thick.
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LASER CUTTING: WHEN 
TO CHOOSE A SINGLE OR 
MULTI-MODE LASER

PAUL HARRISON
Paul is quite right about using low power fine 
spot SM lasers for very thin metal cutting. 
At the other end of the scale manufacturers 
making particular parts will choose the laser 
power to suit the parts. However, many sub-
contractors need to accept as many orders 
as possible, and so need machines that are 
as versatile as possible and able to cut metals 
such as aluminium or brass or copper as thick 
as possible, so they go for the highest power 
possible which currently is somewhat beyond 
2 kW.

Neil Main, Micrometric

I found Paul Harrison’s article a very interesting 
review of the pros and cons of the two types 
of beam. I would like to know a bit more about 
why a defocused SM beam cannot replicate the 
performance of an MM beam when cutting mild 
steel.

John Powell, Laser Expertise

AUTHOR'S RESPONSE:

The reasons why a single mode laser struggles 
to cut mild steel are more practical than 
theoretical. In the case of cutting mild steel with 
oxygen, the laser beam is acting as the initiator 
of the oxygen-iron reaction, and the beam needs 
to be applied carefully to avoid overburning. With 
the low divergence of the SM laser it is easy get 
into this situation.

Referring to the figure, when using the same 
cutting head optics, the beam waist and the 
divergence into (and out of) focus are different 
for the SM and the MM lasers. The SM laser has 
a smaller beam waist with a lower divergence. 
For example, when cutting 6 mm mild steel with 
the MM Laser, the beam waist will be positioned 
above the sheet metal surface as shown (in this 
case 3 mm above) so that the power density at 
the surface is high enough to ignite the metal in 
the oxygen jet and thus initiate the cutting 
process, but the beam diverges quite quickly in 
the lower 60% of the sheet metal so that the 

oxygen jet does most of the cutting work. This 
can be seen in the striations of the cut edge as 
shown in Figure 3 of the article, where the top 
20% has well defined, vertical, regular striations 
whose formation is well understood (ref John 
Powell’s book!), and the lower 80% of the cut 
edge has a slightly irregular form which mainly 
depends on the gas flow through the kerf.

Now consider the single mode beam. It is 
possible to match the MM laser focal spot size 
on the surface of the sheet metal, which has 
been done in the figure. This requires +7 mm 
of defocus above the surface which is difficult 
to achieve with a commercial cutting head, as 
typically for low power (<3 kW) cutting heads 
the vertical focus travel is limited to +3 mm to 
+5 mm above the sheet metal. Notice on the 
figure that even though the focal spot sizes are 
the same on the metal surface the divergence 
through the metal thickness is different, with the 
SM Laser having a lower divergence. This has 
2 effects – firstly the striations of the top band 
of the cut-edge will be deeper, perhaps 30% 
or 40% of the metal thickness, and secondly 
this will significantly reduce the process stability 
bandwidth compared to the MM laser.

Overall it is possible to obtain mild steel cuts 
by defocusing with a SM laser, however a high 
specification cutting head needs to be used to 
allow large levels of positive defocus, and the 
result will be inferior to the cut-edge of the MM 
laser due to increased striations and a reduced 
process bandwidth.

Paul Harrison, SPI Lasers

LASER CLEANING: THE 
RESTORATION OF A FIRE-
DAMAGED COTTAGE

LEO SEXTON
The laser is widely recognised as a powerful 
and versatile tool within industrial  applications 
and environments. This interesting article by 
Leo Sexton however clearly illustrates a less 
well publicised yet equally effective use of the 
technology. 

The environmental credentials of the laser shine 
through here as it was the only practical solution 
given the fact that the use of chemicals were 
forbidden due to the organic farming practices in 
the surrounding area.

Here we see that the laser can be both powerful 
and gentle at the same time, removing the 
accumulated soot and contamination, whilst 
preserving the original characteristics of the 
property. The laser was capable of not only 
restoring the artefacts that were saved from the 

fire, but also restoring the cherished memories 
they held for the occupants of the cottage as the 
original images and patterns were once again 
revealed.

Andy Toms, TLM Laser

EFFECT OF SHIELDING 
CONDITIONS ON LASER 
POWDER BED FUSION AM

ARMANDO CABALLERO ET 
AL.
In recent years we have witnessed a substantial 
increase in research efforts aimed at unravelling 
the complex laser-powder interaction physics 
during additive manufacturing. In this context, 
this particular research sheds light on an aspect 
of the process often neglected describing in 
detail the role of common shield gases (argon 
and helium) on the formation of weld tracks.

As laser additive manufacturing technologies 
mature, shielding gases will undoubtedly 
become additional tools to control and aid the 
melting process, either via melt pool temperature 
or chemistry stabilisation. Armando’s research 
is pioneering a nascent field which will grow in 
importance in the coming years, certainly worth 
to keep an eye on the work of this team. Well 
done!

Marco Simonelli, University of Nottingham

Armando’s article highlights the importance of 
investigating single-track bead profiles to assess 
stability and repeatability in the laser powder-
bed-fusion process (L-PBF). It illustrates the 
importance of optimising atmospheric conditions 
to minimise process-induced defects, as well as 
to promote consistent melting regime throughout 
the laser-melting process. 

The article presents an effective method to 
control the plasma plume in the process by 
utilising helium global shielding. This is of great 
importance for improving process stability and 
repeatability as agglomerates and semi-sintered 
particles can be minimised to avoid defects 
and inclusions in the final 3D part. The use of 
helium global shielding as shown in the article 
might be able to control and further improve 
geometric resolution in key L-PBF applications 
such as thin-walled heat exchangers, lattice 
structures, etc. I look forward to see more work 
and research on this topic for the development 
of optimal atmospheric conditions in different 
L-PBF materials and applications.

Miguel Zavala-Arredondo, TWI Ltd

OBSERVATIONS
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THE KEYS TO 
SUCCESSFUL LASER 
WELDING OF LAP AND 
EDGE JOINTS

TOM GRAHAM
This article describes the use of laser scanners 
for improved laser welding in terms of better joint 
design and improved fit up tolerance. The use of 
oscillating beams effectively increases the width 
of a laser weld, increasing both the specific 
process energy and the process tolerance. This 
can be achieved by using a laser with a bigger 
spot diameter. However this requires more laser 
power in order to achieve the same penetration 
depth for a given effective travel speed due to 
the lower power density. 

To me though the big benefit for the scanning 
approach is it also allows you dynamic 
positioning and shaping of the beam. Thus 
allowing easy and rapid variation of the effective 
power density profile and placing of the energy 
where exactly you want it. 

I think that this is a very powerful approach and, 
now that scanning systems are available for 
multi-kilowatt powers, opens up a whole range 
of potential applications.

Stewart Williams, Cranfield University

LASER WELDING OF 
NI SUPERALLOYS 
FOR AERONAUTIC 
APPLICATIONS

MOHAMMED NAEEM
Dr Naeem’s paper is a useful synopsis for those 
coming to the subject for the first time. Lasers 
have been gaining ground in aerospace over the 
past few years particularly as laser powers have 
increased but there is a long way to go, so sharing 
examples like this is helpful to our community.

It is not really possible in a short paper to explain 
just how difficult it is to control all the factors to 
control to achieve good process stability when 
welding these complex 3D geometries when 
there is varying gap, changing approach angles 
and gas shielding challenges. It takes careful 
work to achieve the weld quality in the face of 
these challenges, but we are now seeing more 
products using the process in production. 

Most papers tend to show the well-established 
materials such as titanium and stainless steels, 
so it is good to see results on these other 
materials for a change. It would have been 
useful if the statement about producing high 
aspect welds comparable to EBW had been 
accompanied with some images of EB welds.

Clive Grafton-Reed, Rolls-Royce

INDUSTRIALISATION OF 
ULTRA-SHORT PULSE 
LASER WELDING

RICHARD CARTER
It is always pleasing when a fundamental study 
of laser-materials interactions is developed into a 
new industrial process. This is certainly the case 
with ultrafast, laser welding of dissimilar materials 
such as glass to metal, eg N-BK7 borosilicate 
glass to aluminium or quartz to stainless steel, 
thus eliminating the need for an adhesive. 
Focusing ps laser pulses through glass close to 
the interface with a metal results in absorption 
and plasma formation which heats and melts the 
materials locally, resulting in a fusion bond when 
the laser beam is translated. 

Project UltraWeld (UK Innovate) with Herriot-
Watt University, Oxford Lasers (lead partner) 
and others in the consortium have taken the 
readiness level to TRL6, also demonstrating 
sealing thin (100 µm) flex glass devices in 
OLEDs while creating a prototype industry-ready 
ultrashort pulse laser welding station. The result 
is a potentially  disruptive new technology for the 
optics industry.

Walter Perrie, University of Liverpool

OBSERVATIONS
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PRODUCT NEWS

lasermet.comlasermet.com+44 (0) 1202 770740      
 sales@lasermet.com

glaser jailer

• Laser Safety Interlock® Control Systems

• Integrated and Certified Laser Protection Equipment 

for Automation and Processing

Modular, Cost Effective, Laser Safety Cabins

liding       oors
by torm

a Lasermet productionActive Laser Safety Filter Windows

™

SYSTEMS & SOURCES LASER LAPPING SYSTEM 
FOR DIAMOND PROCESSING

II‐VI Inc has introduced its L45 laser lapping 
system for processing superhard materials such 
as polycrystalline diamond (PCD), polycrystalline 
diamond compact (PDC), synthetic diamond, 
and reaction-bonded ceramics. The rapid 
growth of industrial products made with 
superhard materials is driving the demand for 
efficient surface finishing methods developed for 
diamond-based materials.

Contact: Gareth Rowles
gareth.rowles@II-VI.com
www.ii-vi.com

NEW PUNCH-LASER 
COMBINATION MACHINE

LVD Company nv introduces the Strippit PL 
Punch-Laser combination, a machine that 
combines the punching and forming advantages 
of the Strippit PX or V Series punch press with 
the speed and versatility of fibre laser cutting. 
Users can complete multiple processes on a 
single machine, answering the need for flexible 
manufacturing.

Contact: Neil Osborne
n.osborne@lvdgroup.com
www.lvdgroup.com

CO
2
 LASERS FOR HIGH-

PRECISION APPLICATIONS
Luxinar has launched the SR AOM range of 
sealed CO2 lasers. Due to its precise pulse 
control, the series is ideal for a variety of high 
precision processes such as microfilm cutting 
in the flat panel display market and scribing, 
engraving, marking and surface patterning 
applications that need less HAZ.

Contact: Joanna Houldridge
joanna.houldridge@luxinar.com
www.luxinar.com
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OBPRODUCT NEWS

LASER MICRO-MACHINING 
IN THE FAST LANE
Aerotech has launched the AGV5D, a new 
laser micro-machining scanner. The 5-axis 
scanner is particularly suitable for the high-
precision production of complex components 
in medical technology, microelectronics 
and the automotive industry. User-friendly 
functions simplify the integration into a 
machine, a system or a subsystem.

Contact: Derrick Jepson
djepson@aerotech.com
www.aerotech.com

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS FOR 
GREEN AND BLUE LASERS
The FocusMonitor FM+ from PRIMES can now 
be used with multi-kilowatt lasers in the green 
and blue spectral range. For the first time, laser 
users are now able to efficiently measure and 
monitor their laser-based machining processes, 
laser systems and production tasks from the 
far infrared to the blue spectral range. This is 
particularly advantageous for e-mobility and 
battery production.

Contact: John Cocker
johnc@lasertrader.co.uk
www.lasertrader.co.uk

SOURCE FOR BROADBAND 
MID-IR PULSES
Light Conversion has launched an ultrafast 
source based on optical parametric amplifier 
technology for broadband mid-IR pulses - 
ORPHEUS-MIR.This is a versatile system 
optimised for the efficient generation of 
broadband mid-IR pulses.

Contact: Ben Agate
ben.agate@photonicsolutions.co.uk
www.photonicsolutions.co.uk

NEW LOW-COST REMOTE 
SET-UP SERVICE
Physik Instrumente (PI) has recently launched 
a low-cost, remote set-up service, designed 
to make initial installation even easier than 
before. With ongoing travel restrictions 
worldwide due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
on-site services are currently difficult, if not 
impossible, to access, a situation that is 
unlikely to change in the immediate future.

Contact: Kevin Grimley
k.grimley@pi.ws
www.pi.ws

NEW LASER SYSTEM 
FOR CLEANING GLASS 
MOULDS
LaserAge, in cooperation with its partner 
P-Laser, announces the Laser Mould 
Cleaner AIMC-1000, launched at Glasstec 
Virtual 20-22 Oct 2020. The system uses 
a 1000 watt high power laser to clean the 
surface, ensuring that only the contaminant 
is removed with no damage to the parent 
mould material.

Contact: Leo Sexton
leo@p-laser.co.uk
www.p-laser.co.uk

A HELPING HAND FOR 
CAD DESIGNERS

The latest sheet metal module in Alibre Design 
Expert from Mintronics allows laser cutting 
companies to design 3D assemblies made 
from 2D sheet metal with a minimal number 
of operations. The enhanced snap function 
allows sketches to be turned into finished 
CNC programs rapidly and accurately using 
the extensive library of ready-to-use designs.  
Starting from a 3D model, imported CAD data 
can be transformed to flat sheet layouts using 
the comprehensive “Convert to Sheet Metal” 
function. 

Licences from Alibre are significantly cheaper 
than the large CAD companies, and the licences 
are perpetual. Clients can choose to keep 
with the current software revision or buy a 
maintenance contract to upgrade to the latest 
software issue. Support from Mintronics allows 
very small companies to run lean design desks 
and access versatile CAD solutions at a price 
suited to companies of any size. 

Contact: John Minto
johnminto@mintronics.co.uk
www.mintronics.co.uk 

ANCILLARIES
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FEATURE

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT YOUR BUSINESS ENERGY COSTS 

SINGLE PIVOT-POINT 
GALVANOMETER
An alternative to traditional  
two-mirror galvo scanners.
•	 Larger	field-of-view	than	2D	scanners	
simplifies	processing	of	large	parts

•	 Minimal	spot	distortion	over	the	entire	
field-of-view	minimizes	processing	
variation	for	highest	quality	laser-
processed	parts

•	 Air	and	water	cooling	options	improve	
thermal	stability	and	long-term	accuracy

•	 Mirror	surface	treatments	for	a	variety	of	
laser	wavelengths

Visit aerotech.co.uk  
or Call +44 1256 855055

AH1218B-LPM-LTD-AGV-SPO-190x125.indd   1 9/21/2020   9:56:30 AM

Liam Conway, Head of Business 
Development at Control Energy Costs 
Ltd, shares some ideas on how to reduce 
business energy bills:

Control Energy Costs has recently joined 
AILU as we already work with 15 laser cutting 
companies across the UK, as well as many 
manufacturing businesses that have laser 
cutting as part of their processes. Using a 
laser is an energy intensive process and so 
reviewing your supply contracts and having an 
overview of what you are paying is critical when 
looking at the running costs of your business, 
especially in the current economic climate. 

Here are some things to consider when 
checking out your  energy bills:     

• Dynamic energy procurement.  
Consider both fixed price and flexible 
energy procurement solutions to get the 
best possible pricing and contract terms for 
your energy. 

• Invoice resolution.  
Check that the charges for energy are 
correct, accurate and valid – try matching 
consumption data against invoices and 
supply contracts.

• Cost recovery.  
You should not have to pay for something 
you have not used, so if you do get 
charged incorrectly for electricity, gas 
or water, you will be due a refund. For 
example, in one 12-month period we 
recovered over £500,000 for our clients 
through retrospective billing errors by 
suppliers. 

As an example of how effective streamlining 
energy costs can be, Control Energy 
Costs worked with the Shield Group, who 
specialise in providing machining and 
assembly solutions to the power generation, 
off highway, construction and automotive 
industries. 

Control Energy Costs were able to reduce 
the Shield Group's energy usage by 15% 
- a significant amount considering the 
energy intensive nature of the business.We 
negotiated contracts, advised on available 
schemes that give financial support and 
consulted appropriate legislation to reassure 
the Shield Group that their activity was 
compliant.

Contact: Liam Conway
liam.conway@cec.uk.com 
www.cec.uk.com
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ILAS 2021

ILAS 2021 is running online and we are keeping the best bits of our planned ILAS 2020. If you have already registered for the 2020 
event which was rescheduled, you will be contacted soon. The good news is that the event will feel as close to a real live ILAS 
as is possible and will have the networking aspect that is sometimes left out of online events, conferences and exhibitions. Our 
platform is one of the most advanced on the market in terms of quality and interactivity and there will be something for everyone.

Poster Presenters

• Dedicated poster session on Wednesday afternoon/evening

• Live video discussion 1-to-1 or with a group with visitors to 
poster session

• Make your poster available for download

• Record a short (2 minute) pitch to go with your poster

Mohammed Naeem (Prima Power) Welding

Dimitris Karnakis (Oxford Lasers) Microjoining

Stan Wilford (IPG Photonics) Cutting

Markus Kogel-Hollacher (Precitec) Additive 

Josh Barras (TWI) Additive Welding

Tony Jones (Cyan Tec) Systems & Automation

Titus Gertas (Light Conversion) Sources & Beam Delivery

Petr Hauschwitz (HiLASE) Surface Engineering, Texturing

Zhu Liu (University of Manchester) Surface Engineering

Alexander Aminidis (ACSYS) Ablation Micromachining

Plenary Speakers

Tatsuaki Furumoto, Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology Institute (AMTI), Kanazawa University, Japan.

Bill O’Neill, Professor of Laser Engineering, University of 
Cambridge, UK.

Dirk Petring, Head of Macro Joining & Cutting, 
Fraunhofer Institut für Lasertechnik (ILT), Germany.

Silke Pflueger, international expert on lasers and 
material processing. Fraunhofer USA (retired), LIA Board 
of Directors 2000-2018.

Keynote Speakers

Delegates

• Log into the site one week ahead of ILAS to set up your profile and 
test the system

• Check out the schedule online and “favourite” anything you want 
to attend

• Filter out sessions so you can view your “favourites” with a 
countdown to next session

• Watch presentations, visit live exhibitions, exchange contact info & 
meet others 

• Catch up on missed presentations via online video after the event 
(valid 12 months)

Exhibitors

• Full Training in advance on running your online stand
• Brochures, video and web URLs on your booth for all to interact 

with
• Live discussion with delegates 1-to-1 with contact exchange for 

follow-up
• Staff your booth live in core-times to interact with as many 

delegates as you wish
• Exhibition “live” during breaks and lunch time

Oral Presenters

• Present live from home or work
• Live Q & A after your talk
• Session panel and Chair like a normal ILAS
• Presentations available online for 12 months so more delegates 

can view

24-25 MARCH 2021      ONLINE EVENT

 www.ilas2021.co.uk

Abstract Submission Deadline 14 December 2020
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A FUNNY THING

STARING DOWN THE BARREL OF A LASER

We Need:
•  Business News
•  Press Releases
•  Technical Articles 
•  Observations 
•  Anecdotes 
•  Case Studies 
•  Interviews 
•  Tips and Tricks

Write for THE LASER USER 
Contribute text & images

Contribute to the leading magazine for the laser 
industry. Engage with like minded experts and  
professionals and help promote the use of lasers.  
We would love to hear from you, submit your  
content for the next issue of THE LASER USER.

To submit content send an email to cath@ailu.org.uk

Laser safety is something to take seriously, 
but not out of all proportion. In recent years I 
have seen videos on YouTube showing people 
using hand-held and high-powered fibre lasers 
for welding in open factories with little or no 
eye-protection. This, and the prevalence of 
astonishingly high-power laser pointers for a few 
dollars online, makes me fear that ignorance of 
the risks will result in many damaged retinas. 
You only have one pair of eyes, so look after 
them! I am reminded of a joke laser safety label 
(in the correct colours and font) that says “Do 
not look into beam with remaining eye”.  My own 
rule is not to shine a laser pointer at any human 
or animal face and especially not at any train, 
plane or automobile (even more dangerous after 
dark). I also don’t look down the barrel of my 
own (green) laser pointer as I know the danger 
of that too.

Sometimes the people who know all the risks 
and the science best, have the greatest curiosity. 
I clearly remember a very well-known laser 
designer with a PhD in physics who couldn’t 
resist a peak at the total eclipse of the sun in 
the summer of 1999. I managed a quick blink at 
it myself and found that the image stayed with 
me for the best part of an hour. He confessed 
to feeling rather stupid and rather worried about 
whether he had permanently damaged his retina 
(he didn’t, nor did I).

A few years ago, I willingly let someone shine a 
green laser in my eye (actually 2 people and 2 
lasers on different occasions). On one particular 
Monday morning, I had noticed a sudden spider 
web shape in the edge of my vision in my right 
eye which no amount of blinking could remove. 
Trying my best to ignore it and carry on as I 
“didn’t have time to go to hospital”, I eventually 
convinced myself a call to my optician and 
friend would be a good idea, as I knew what a 
detached retina was (and someone who had 
exactly that problem) and didn’t want to risk 

further damage. The receptionist told me to get 
myself down to the eye emergency clinic ASAP 
and they could check it out. I did just that and 
found myself waiting to be seen from lunchtime 
until the early evening.

Once examined, I was informed that there was 
a small horseshoe shaped retinal tear in the 
corner of my eye which was the result of a PVD 
(posterior vitreous detachment) – something that 
happens to everyone when they reach a certain 
age, but in a small percentage of cases can tear 
the retina in the process. They told me that they 
would do it there and then with a laser and that I 
wouldn’t go home until it was done. 

Eventually, the time came to introduce me to the 
laser (a 577 nm green laser, the Topcon Pascal 
Streamline 577) and I had to confess that I “knew 
a little bit about lasers” and was it OK if I took a 
few pictures…? The treatment was fast, painless 
and I was on my way in minutes (before the tears 

of gratitude dried, as they say). Able to continue 
with important AILU meetings in London the next 
day, I was relieved it was all over.

On my check-up a week later, I found out that 
the nice lady who treated me the week before 
hadn’t burnt my retina enough to get a proper 
laser photo coagulation and he was going to do 
it again (like a weld that needed re-welding) right 
here and right now with his preferred 532 nm 
laser. Pressing my eye socket quite hard with 
his thumb, he finished off the job with a lot more 
power and I was later pronounced “fixed”.

What is the moral of the tale? You only have one 
pair of eyes and if something goes wrong, get it 
looked at by a professional as soon as possible. 
And not everyone who shines a laser in your eye 
means you harm! 

Dave MacLellan 
dave@ailu.org.uk
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AILU EVENT

ANNUAL JOB SHOP  
BUSINESS MEETING ONLINE

Register at www.ailu.org.uk/events

SURVIVE & THRIVE IN THE 2020s

19 NOVEMBER 2020
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PROGRAMME

09:30 - 09:40   Welcome   Mark Millar, Essex Laser
09:40 - 10:00   Ways AILU can help you survive & thrive this year  Dave MacLellan, AILU
10:00 - 10:20   FunderFinder is the one-stop-shop for finance  Adam Tyler, FunderFinder
10:20 - 10:40   How can I reduce my energy bills?   Liam Conway, CEC
10:40 - 10:55   Annual Breakdown Response Survey   Dave MacLellan, AILU

10:55 - 11:10   Break

11:10 - 12:20   What's new in 2020? Short commercial presentations from:
• II-VI 
• Mazak
• TRUMPF
• Nitrogen Supply Company
• ASTES4
• MSS
• Bystronic

12:20 - 13:00   Panel Discussion - Laser job shop forum -  
  Questions from the floor & discussion on topics of Covid-19, Brexit,  
  Supply Chains, Markets, Equipment & Automation

Sponsored by
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EVENTS DIARY

DATE EVENT LOCATION

19 November 2020 AILU Job Shop Annual Business 
Meeting

Online Webinar

24-25 March 2021 ILAS 2021 
rescheduled from 2020

Online Interactive Event

ILAS
2021

Hirosaki, Aomori, Japan

24-26 August 2021 18th Conference on Nordic 
Laser Material Processing 
(NOLAMP)

Luleå, Sweden

8-11 June 2021 The 22nd International 
Symposium on Laser Precision 
Microfabrication (LPM)


